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The nature of the invention consists in hav

Z A C H.

ing a covering of silk, muslin, or other suita
ble material stretched over a frame similar to
the ordinary shades and umbrellas, and having
said frame so modified or arranged that it may
be permanently secured to a band or cap which
may be placed upon the head, thereby not only
forming a sun shade, but also an article of
wearing apparel, protecting the wearer from
the rays of the sun, and also, if

New Force Pump.

The figures in the accompanying engravings

The frame of the implement is formed of a
series of curved rods, C, of whalebone, rattan,

a patent was �ranted to D. W. Clark and S.

or the usual material.

H. Gray, of Bridgeport, Conn., on the 19th of

button, E, which forms the center of the frame.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the pump, and

The rods project at equal distances apart from

fig. 2 is a side vertical section.

the button.

The nature of the invention consists in com

which are connected to a band, A.

pump barrel or cylinder, and one brake or lev

upper ends of tbe strings attached to a hook

through the interior of the other, and when

at the under side of the button, E.

both rods are connected with the brake by con

using the shade, and it may be enlarged or con

A represents the frame to which the pump

tracted by a buckle or by strings.

B is the pump cylinder, C the low

distended as shown, and as the rods are covered

C' is the rod of the lower piston which passes I

with silk or other material similar to ordinary

through the hollow rod of the upper piston.- I

sun shades, the neck, head, and face will be

I

perfectly protected from the sun.

piston rod passes, the inner piston rod also
G G' are con

cap being attached to the under side of the
button.

I 1', are the connecting links which unite the

lower ends may be

turned or folded back when the shade is not in

While the water is being discharged N', they are placed side by side, and have each use.
above
the
upper piston, and below piston C, a the appropriate valves, for the inlet and dis
L is the supply pipe, and M N' rep

unite the head, C"', with the lever handle or

resent supply and discharge chambers, having
a.ppropriate valves and placed side by side.

ber, T.

vacuum is formed between the two pistons

are the orifices in the pump barrel.

the air chamber, T.

Tbis

is a description of the various parts of this
pump; mechanics will observe that the links
are of the character known by the name or
"lazy tongs."

The two chambers,M

N', placed

side by side, receive water at their junction
from tbe supply pipe, L.

Each chamber is

provided with an inlet valve,

R,

A plate covered with glass is placed

also connected with the supply and discharge

above the inlet and discbarge valves of the

The dotted lines show the pistons and

two chambers, M N', so that their working can

The object of this

be observed, and easy access to them obtained.

N is the discharge pipe. links in different positions.

The cross levers work on a center pin.

charge of the water from under and above both

0 which is filled from the chamber N', which is pistons.

R is the valve of the supply pipe, and S that of pipes.

invention is to combine a double acting force

All the parts are strong and durable, and

pump with the working of one brake, and in a

easily constructed.

very compact form.
fig. 1.

This is clearly shown in

More information may be obtained by letter while persons are exposed during labor of any
addressed to D. W. Clark, agent of the Clark kind, or wben walking or riding for pleasure

vertical division separating the chambers, M

---��------

and Gray Pump Co., Bridgeport, Ct.

====================

CAMPBELL'S PATENT HEAD SHADE.

and recreation.

It keeps the head cool, does

not require to be supported by the hand when
worn, like common sun shades, and it can be
carried folded up in the hand when not used,

but only one

so that it is as convenient as it is useful.
More information respecting it may be ob

Both chambers empty into the air chamber,

tained by letter addressed to Mr. Campbell, at

1', at their junction, each being furnished with

Elgin, Ill.

an outlet valve-the one, S, of chamber, M, is
only shown.

This bead sun shade is very simple and use
ful for sheltering the head from the sun's rays,

It will be understood that there is a

of them is shown-that belonging to chamber

M.

The rods, C, are also provided with

joints, by which their

head, C"', of the lower piston rod, C', with

Q

are

commonly termed "skull caps," the top of the

upper piston rod with the cross levers, H H'.

P and

Instead of

the band, A, a cap may be used such as

necting links which unite the head, D"', of the

brake, K.

When the

band is applied to the head, the rods, C, will be

er piston-the upper piston is shown above it.

links, J

The band,

A, is intended to fit the head of the person

necting links and cross levers.

the levers, H H', and connecting

This band

has strings attached to its upper edge, and the

the rods is made to pass

works through a stuffing box.

To each rod there is attached by

pivots, D, metallic rods, B, the lower ends of

bining two pistons and piston rods with one

E is a stuffing box, through which the hollow

The inner ends of these

rods are connected as usual by pivots to a

last December.

is secured.

necessary,

forming a covering for the head.

represent the improved force pump for which

er, when one of

Fig. 2 is a vertical section

of the shade in a distended state.
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gentleman equestrian gracefully wearing the
shade while they are enjoying a rapid and ex

......

By the act of pushing down the

Lifting Pnmp Wllhout 11 Piston.

lever, K, the lower piston, C, is raised towards
the center of the cylinder and the upper piston

E. Bonnet, of this city, has sent us a draw

is correspondingly depressed; the upper piston

ing of a pump without a piston, published in

traverses the upper half, and the lower one the

l'Industriel in 1825-30 years ago.

lower half of the cylinder.

part of the cylinder extending into the well, is

The chamber-M

The upper

supplies and conveys away the water that en

stationary, but a lower section is movable, an

ters and leaves the cylinder through the ori

swering the purposes of a piston, and is moved

fices,O Q; the chamber N' supplies and con

up and down by a rod attached to a lever.

veys away tbe water which passes through the
orifice P. When the brake, K, is pressed down
the two pistons in the cylinder approach one

embraces the same principle of action, although
it is somewhat different in construction, as the

another towards the center, and by raising the

last volume.

brake, they recede from one another.

pump of M. Malbeck, described in No. 49 of our
-----..-.. -.�-----

A Vacu

The Ilurlington Railrond Accident.

um is produced under the lower and above the

The coroner' s Jury appointed to investigate

upper piston, as they approach one another,

the causes of the above named fatal accident

consequently the water follows the pistons, as

noticed by us last week-have returned a ver

shown by the arrows, to fill tbe two parts of
the cylinder.

dict censuring the railroad Company and Doc

The water in the intermediate

tor Henigen, whose horses were the immediate

space between the pistons, is then being dis
charged through the opening, P, into the cham

ber N', and rises through it into chamber 1',
the ingress valve at the bottom of chamber N'

It

cause of tbe disaster.

The Company will no

doubt have to pay very heavy damages to the

The perspective view exhibits a f<trmer under unfortunate passengers who have been wound
Campbell, of the noonday sun with one of the shades on his ed, and the relatives of those who were killed.
water is forced through the openings 0 Q, and Elgin, Ill., for whi ch a patent was granted on head, making the harvest bend beneath the Tbe State of New Jersey should compel the
being closed.

When the brake is raised, the

through chamber M into the air cham-

The accompanying engravings illustrate the

improved head shade of S. N.
the 10th of July last.

I sturdy sweeps of his cradle;

© 1855 SCIENTIFIC AMRICAN, INC.

also a lady and Company to build a double track forthwith.
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�ti£ntifit �m£ritan+
SUPPORTING �HIPS' TOPMASTS-Tho" Batty,of Brook, I HARV, ESTERS-A, E, Kroger, of Norwal , Ct., I claim! managed in comparison with horses, We be
lyn, N. Y.; I claIm the employment, for the purpose of attachmg the fi nger bar. D. to the front bar. ka, of the
frame. i
Buppor
ting or a�sisting to support the t01?m�st or top-gallant I .A by means of th e rods. c Co w!J.ich slide through the ,:nds l lieve that on every farm numbering a. hundred
mast and supermcumbent spars and rlggmg. 8.nd for set- ' of the bar. a. The rods. c c, bemg encompassed by sprIngs,
[ acres, and upwards, a portable steam engine
��:�J�:o�a;a;:��io�:g;:��:a\�� t;�fi�I��tes��i;�d d' d'. at shown.
.
.
.
Englan
ew
soIl
[
Its
r
proverbIal
and
Is
could be profitably used.
rocks.
fb ,tones
d
N
between the cap of Ibe lower mast and the heel of the
topmast.
Many of her meadows are so abWldantly supplied, in this
[Ordinarily. the lower end of a ship's topmast is sup- respect, that the mowing machines of ordinary construc
1'he Greatest Coal Field In the World.
ported on what is known. in nautical parlance. as a" fid:' tion cannot be operated in them to advantage, although on
This consists of a square bar of iron, which passes through smoother soils they are entirely successful.
the heel of the topmast. at right angles to the latter. The Mr. Kroger's improvement is intended to obviate all the The coal field of what is called "The Ohio
.. :tid rests on the .. trestle trees." which are two stout difficulties which have hitherto attended the use of thiB Valley," is by far the largest in our globe.
horizontally projecting pieces. secured near the top of the species of mechanism on rough growlds. In the .first place, This valley comprehends all that space of coun
lower mast. In all vessels there is more or less tendency he curves up the fingers a little. in front. fiO that. on meet
in the" trestle trees to sag down out of a horizontal po- ing an obstruction. they will be likely to rise up and slide try penetrated and watered by the Ohio river
sition j for upon them falls the entire weight of the top- over the same second. in the attachment of the finger and its tributaries, such as Western Pennsyl
masts with all their spars. sails and rigging. It is no easy bar to the frame, he employs springs, in such a manner vania, Western Virginia, all of Ohio, Indiana,
matter to restore the topmasts of their proper position, that when one end of the finger bar strikes a stone, the and Illinois, up to the narrow rim of the Lakes
when once the" tresUe trees" have given way.
bar yields and easily glides over the obstacle. without rais
.Hr.llatty supports the topmast by providing two iron ing the whole machine. These are excellent improve and the States of Kentucky and Tennessee.
straps. which extend. on an aJl!:'le. from the cap of the ments. and reflect much credit upon the mechanical ge It embraces a surface of about 230,000 square
lower mast. to the ends of a bolt that passes through the niw of the inventor.]
heel of the topmast and answers as a" fid:� The heel is To PREVENT AN OVER-SUPPLY OF COAL TO THE FIRE miles j and on that surface the coal basins, or
also furnished with a strong iron thimble. Doth straps are Box OF Ho'r ArR .l!�URNACES-L. W. Leeds. of German in other words, the surface which is underlaid
made in two pieces, united at their centers by nut and town. Pa.:l I claim thes arrangement in the fire chamber with coal is, according to the best authorities
screw j whenever it becomes necessary to raise the heel �� �d�� ����tr��f ��l�;�� :�:'�h:'fn�sei�;£�efir�n���� as follows:
of the topmast. it may be done in a moment. by screwing CONSUMING ESCAPE STEAM AS AN An.TUNCT IN
Surface. sq. milesp Coal Su:rface.
up the straps.
HEATING FURNACES-Thos. Maskell. of Franklin. La.:
"'''estern Pennsylvania. 20.000
10.000
Mariners, and all others acquainted with the rigging of I claim the use of escape steam decomposed at a high
Wet<tern
Virginia.
2'1,000
1.'1.000
Ohio. .
vesselli will see, at a glance, the great superiority of this fe�i�.blo ;;:��d ���v�i�h'eBb:ddoF���I\; °fot�d�i��fi;h�
M,ooo
10,000
Indiana,
33,000
7,500
improvement over the common plan. It is so much chaap- combining readily with the gases eliminated therefrom as
Illinois,
40,000
35.000
er and better that it must soon come into very extensive an economical adjunct in heating boilers, as set forth.
Kentucky.
40,000
13.500
l.'ennessee,
40,000
5.000
use.]
FOUNTAIN PEN_G. W. White. of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.:
I claim the manner of constructing the holder by having
G
Aggregate. .
m
L
H
99,000
233.000
the inner
la�d. N�¥.� ld;��� g�� �h;!:�i:ii���fo1� j�!t twoesmall tubes. eone fitting close OV6r the other.
and weight for indicating the hight and weight of water in �h� �gld�: �/fhen�:�ria���e�e!ltJUh�vi�: ath�fe �:ilt� The above surfaces are not all those of tbe
channe�s and p�s.s!lges,ir�espective �f the mecp,anism through bothf tubes.
on the side that the pen if attached, so States named j but that part in the valley of
f �1:���IJt����i��s�J� :: e ���eh�� w ��c: ��� that the ink may flow
out into the pen. r. when the outer
ieh�sna�:
eb p
rt
i
viously use.d.
,
. h . t��:s ��������d ::��l����r���� °o���:, ��de�l:�bh�I��� the Ohio. We see then the extraordinary fact
. g ..
b
su��: s! i��1��;�h:; l�ehi:h� �fUt�� ';a�::I���t \� i�dt� I closed, this outer tU.be .to be turned and regulated by that more than one-third of the valley of the
c�ted by th e . numb�r of li�ht� visible by means of the de�ir�sd�f a .small proJectIon on each tube to the place Ohio is underlined with coal, and it therefore
slIdes. h. provlded wlth �roJectI0!ls. m m. and the. rod. s,
gives promise of being the great manufactur
:Nd����:��;eo�� o:h;r�.�'. �o�k�;��'e:'p�fl���i,� �d
moved and operated by the shaft. G, whieh receives its
ing center of the world at some future day.
motion by means of the float. c, and weight. H.
[Throughout the long exten of the American sea-board UNIVERSAL DOG FOR PLANING MACHINEs-Solm, S. In the State of Illinois alone there is a total
there are IDany harbors. much frequented by coasting and Gray.
of South Boston, Mass assignor to himself and S. coal area of 44,000 square miles, some of which
other ve.')sels. where the entrances are blocked by sand A. Woods: I claim. first. the arms. ff', in combination
bars or reefs. over which, at certain stages of the tides, d!�fr:I�'i0���e�1��I.' whereby it is rendered rigid when is comprehended in the Mississippi valley. This
there is not a sufficient depth of water to permit safe nav Second. 1 claim placing the screw which forces up the State has the largest coal area on our conti
above the level of the dogs. for the purpose set nent, and greater by 26,696 miles than the
igation. The same may be said of various shoals. It is clamp
often a matter of difficulty for a mariner, in approaching forth.
whole coal area of Europe, which amounts
iii
depth
the
not
or
whether
such places, to determine
only to 17,504 miles.
sufficient for his vessel; through a want of correct infor
mation he is often delayed from going into port. and is
.......
driven off by a storm; or. what is more frequent,hM ship
DESIGNS.
'1'he New York Oboerver and the Selentillc
strikes bottom and becomes a wreck.
TRADE MARKs_Thomas Lewis, of Malden, Mass.
American.
Mr. Boyd has produced a very excellent invention COOKING STovEs-Wm. Fr. Coggeshall, of Fall River.
whereby all such difficulties may be avoided. He erects Mass
THE EARTH A BURYING GROUND-Our at. - .
a frame-work on the locality of danger. in which he pIa.
tention has been directed to an article in the
ces a combination of simple mechanism for raising and
Steamships BuUdlng in New Yorli.
New York Observer of the 23rd, by an anony
lowering signals,-fla.;s, or balls. for the day time, and col
o. ed lights of r the night. The mechanism is operated by The new steamship .I1.driatic, for the Collins' mous correspondent of this city, signing him
a float resting in the water. As the tide rises and falls the line, is being built by George Steers, and is self R. L., who charges us with endorsing as
machinery moves and the signals change. Thus. there intended to be ready for lannching early next
may be a signal for each foot of depth; when the water is spring. The steam frigate Niagara, which is "ingenious, authentic, and valuable," some
statistical work "just published," which says,
two feet deep, two signals will be shown; as soon as the
tide has riscn another foot, three signals will be exhibited being constructed by the same nautical archi "It will require 5,200,000,000 square miles"
-and so on. vice versa.
tect, will be ready for launching in Decem to bury all tbe world's
dead. The author of
'1'he advantages of this invention are so self·evident that
we need not enter into a detail of them. \Ve regard it as ber next.
the article asks some questious of the editor of
a
The large steamphip Cornelius Vanderbilt, the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN
an important improvement, and trust that it may fmd
respecting the en
very extensive introduction. rrhe number of lives. and (the name of its owner), for. his Havre line, is
dorsement of the said work, and does 80 in
the amount of property annually lost. for want of SODle
such systen of signalization along our cOa.'Jts. i'l immense.] being pushed forward rapidly by its bUilder, rather a tart manner. We are sorry we do
CHIMNEY STACK OR CAP.-M. M. Camp. of New Mr. Simonmon, at Green Point. It will be
Haven. Ct.: I do not claim either of the parts. as such. nor 3,500 tuns burden, and be driven by two im not know his name, so that we might give him
any two of them combined.
personal public advice respecting the use he
liut 1 claim the combination of the three part�. A C D.
when constructed. arranged. and combined. as described. mense aver head beam engines, which are now has made of ours in connection with his pro
fuse vindication of the capacity of the earth to
MOLD :VOR BACKtNG ELECTRo'rVPE SHELLs-Aaron being constructed at the Allaire Works.
D.1<'armer and Ransom Rathbone. of Brooklyn. N. Y.:
The steamship Fulton has just been launched contain all its dead. The work to which he
'Ve claim the use of the mold frame.ll. or its equivalent.
and from the yard of Smith & Dimon. She is
in combination with the bed plate. A. to plate, C. pur
refers, we have never seen, nor has it been en
for the
clamps. and handle. G. or their equivalents,
pose substantially described. for backing electro�ype 2,500 tuns burden, and is intended for the dorsed in the columns of the SCIENTIFIC AMER.sheHs.
Havre trade. We have been informed that the ICAN.
DOVETAILING MACHINE-J. J. Haley, of Philadelphia.
a morise engines of the .ildriatic and the Fultcm are to
Pa.: I claim the torming of a dovetail. either as
........
re
placed
or a tenon. at a single operation, by angularlyhorizontally be oscillators-vibrating cylinders-like the
'1'0 our Subscribers In Canada.
ciprocating chisels,a a. in combination with sd
as of rth.
placed chisels. o. arranged substantially
They are more simple and cost less
By a late enactment of the Canadian Parlia
I claim fl'iving a reciprocating motion to the chbels, o. Arago.
with chis- than either "side levers" or over-head beams,
by the snail cam,!. on shart B. in combination
ment the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN passes free of
h
r � 0 �� l
�}���t��ri�� t e ��i.�: ti ��i�gl��1�h el����:�:r;i�Pfu: but whether they will prove as econo:nical in postage through all parts of Upper and Lower
manner de;;cribed.
i m
t
n;ti�1;i�:!�h:��ia��1\ fg: ��: ;��:��!':f :iie �iC:g t�; the long run, has yet to be determined. These Canada. This liberal law was made for the
under cut or sides of the dovetail.
steamers will, no doubt, settle the question, purpose of encouraging the spread of knowledge
1 claim [he arrangement and combination ofthe angular
}1' �" with the hor which has hitherto been a mooted one with among the people of those Provinces.
guides. 1'J }�. and chisels, a .a. on stocks. snad.
We
H.
shaft.
on
1.
and
m.
gUIdes.
and
0,
0
izontal chisels.
for producing the dovetail and completing the mortise. in marine engineers.
trust that the receipt of a very long list of sub
the manner set forth.
--.--.--� -.---.-
scribers from Canada will enable us to bear
Ill.:
GnAss HARVESTERs-Jonathan Haines. of Pekin.
A Farm Steam En�ine.
hav� been
Adjustable seats,or seats that can be adju:sted,
testimony to the practical excellence of the
to
i
One of our correspondents-A. C. Ireland,
td;�����i!!.�
new postal regulation.
�dj�s������ �h!� :n�de�;���a�::�i.�ht
lJut L claim, first. the hanging of the cutter bar tor the of Chillicothe, Ohio-informs us that a neat
------�.�-�.�.�-----i d: .
s �
a f
:
�i:� portable steam engine, for driving a grain
�e :�� ;�:C���:th�� s�i U��tt��l� !� :::� b!'f:� t� pre·
A lUon.(cr Railroad Enterprise.
and fa.n to the undulations of the ground. while it is
thrasher and separator, has been constructed
Tente d from all lateral motion.
A correspondent of the Dubuque (Iowa)
I also claim the use of a driver·s seat when mounted on
throw at the machine shop of Wm. Welsh, of that Tribune, has presented a formidable array of
ways or rails. so that the driver can: a.t pleasu!e.
re·
I)r
balanemg
III
aId
to
backward,
or
his wei·rht forward
lievingthe cutter:'!, a..'ithe variable character ofthe ground place, under the superintendence of John facts to show that the time is not far distant
or condition of the grass lllay require.
Ritchie, and has been in o:r-ration since the when there will be an uninterrupted line of
Ill.
CORN SHELLER.-J. V. Horne. of Magnolia,
buckets. 5th of last July, thrashing and cleaning from railway communication between the Falls of
I claim the revolvinl;' cylinder. E. furni.shed with
d. iianching, p. and hole�. , f: in combination with the re
volving cylindrical screen ..... , for The purpose of cleamng five to six hundred bushels per day. It is ca St. Anthony, on the Mississippi, and the Gulf
the grain separating the chaff, and elevating the grain and pable of doing more than this, but H. Wade of Mexico, a distance of some twelve hundred
delivering it. in the manner set fbrth.
[In this corn sheller. the ear pa.�ses between a toothed for whom it was built-says that this is excel miles. For most of the distance it appears
cylinder and a concave plate, whereby the grain s in lent work. The boiler is tubular, the cylinder the work is already commenced.
stantly stripped all'; the corn and cob then fall into a re·
.. - .....
�----
volving screen. which conveys the cob away out of the is of 6 inches bore and 12 inches stl'oke. It
New HI.tOlical Ll'ccnm.
machine. while the corn falls throrgll the meshes of the makes 175 revolutions per minute, with steam
wire on to a concave receiving 1 an. The winnowing at 40 lbs. pressure, and does more work than
Nathan Jackson, Esq.,of New York city, has
is dme by a fan which sends a blatSt of air, lengthwise,
through the screen. The grain is elevated high enough any common thrashing machine driven by eight presented $3500 to the Lyceum of Natural
for bagging. by means of miniature elevators.
horses. It is placed on broad tread wheels, four History of Williams College, to aid in the erec
This improvement combines all the conveniences that feet in diameter, iii easily drawn from place to tion of a building for scientific purposes. This
could possibly be desired in a corn shaller. '[he old
fashioned shellers are simpler in construction,but they place by two horses, with the boiler filled, and Hall (to be called after the name of the donor) ,
only half do the work. Mr. Haine's machine �hells. sep is very economical in the use of fuel. This en is of brick, and nearly completed. On the
arates the cob. cleans and bag's the grain. all by the turning gine is capable of driving various agricultural occasion of the Society's twentieth anniversary,
of one crank.]
machines and sawing firewood for the family. Aug. 14th, a learned and eloquent address was
BRIC1{ MACHINES-.I. A. Victor. of Montgomef}r. Co
Ky.: I claim the comhinathn ofthe endi.e:,s chain of'mold:i We have no doubt but portable steam engines delivered by Prof. Wm. B. Rodgers, of Virginia,
Ct>Imectetl 8ub::ltan(.ially a:; described. with the two sets of
yet corne into more general use among our on the Relationship of the Natural Scien
fJthe
�la��;�r:�
tl[� ti��31�h�.0�gh.h;tdtil�n�a���i��I�e �oon������ will
(mners, as they are so convenient and easily ces.
day ill the mold.
•

•

I,

es

[Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
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FOR THE WEEK ENDING SEPT. 4, 1855.

ELECTROTYPING-J. A. Adams. of Brooklyn. N. Y.: I
claim the reciprocating or vibrating brush. operated as
shown,or in an equivalent way. for the purpose of cover
ing or coating the molds for electrotyping p,urposes with
any proper,Powdered substance. the said vlbrating brush
being combmed when necessary. with a carriage. N, ar
ranged as shown,or in an equivalent way. so that the
whole surface of the molds may be presented gradually or
successively to the action of the brush as the molds pa.'1S
underneath.
[When a page of type, or a wood engraving. is to be du
plicated by the electrotype process, an impression of the
article to be reproduced. is taken in soft beeswax. The
mold thus made is dus ed over ';ith finely ground plumbago, a�d. then .placed �In a solUho� of .mlphate of copper.
where It IS subJected to the galvanIC battery. The Plumbago serves as a metallic base. on which copper is deposited in the same manner that substances composed whol·
ly of metal. are coated or galvanized.
7'he dusting of the wax molds has heretofore been done
by hand. which is a slow and laborious operation; it is
also imperfect. for unless great care is taken to dust every
portion evenly. the electrotype will prove defective. The
present improvement accomplishes the dusting wholly by
mechanism, and executes the work better. cheaper. and
far quicker than it can ot.herwise be done,
The above is an important improvement: it is now in
successful operation at the large Electrotyping est.ablishment of Filmer & Co 128 Fulton street. over the SCIEN.
TIFIC AMERICAN office. The Electrotype is fast super!leding the Stereotype, in the art of printing.]
MOWING MACHINES-C. D. Brown, of Alton, Ill.: I
claim. fir�t, attaching the finger bar. l!\ to the bar. D. of
es
s
a s o
��:
�:r��e� lli�i� ��d���fif�h �v��fa����h o��e j��h �'
plates being bound or pressed against the sides of the bars,
by means of screw bolts,jj, which pass between the two
bars. 'l'he ends of the bars having screws or screw bolts,
k k. passinlir vertically through them.
Second,r claim constructing the frame of the machine
of two metallic sides. d d', between which the driving
wheel. A, is placed. and attaching the bar. D. to the lower
ends of said side pieces. and also the draught pole or
tongue, E. as shown.
L Without engravings it would be difficult to give a cor
rect idea of the precise application of these improve
ments. It is sufficient to say that they tend to cheapen the
construction of the machine. to render it more durable.
lighter, and easier of draft. Every such advantage gained
is an advance worthy of I'Ipecial note. Mowing machines
are coming into such extensive use that their improve
ment. in any respect,h a matter of deep interest to agri
culturist:;. Mr. Brown's invention is ingenious and excellent. It consists, first. in a peculiar way of attaching the
finger bar to the main bar of the machine. Second. in the
construction of the frame of the machine and. third. in
the management of the gearing, by which motion is com
municated to the sickle.]
VALVES FOR REGULATING STEAM ENGINES-P. W.
Mackenzie,of Jersey City, N. J.: I claim, first. the con·
struction and arrangement of the cut· off valve. I. and its
seat. H ro I. and the disk. k, and the application to the said
valve of a variable 'pring,.P. or their equivalents, where
by the valve is made to cut off the supply of steam by the
action of the current of steam in the passa;. e from the
boiler to the engine, when it ha:; attained the desired
speed.
t
c
d
va�:;�t· i�������°l.m:��k��g h:��� ��li������� ��i��
is provided with a valve, d. and adjustable valve,k. to
prevent the too sudden opening of the said valve, the .said
piston cylinders and valves operating as set forth.
o t
m�����lth:!��i�:' � . �: sc:fo����h�'�id: �;-���::��d:['
tion valve. covers the part of the cylinder by the em
a
stop,
p2.
to prevent the entire closing of the
�:t'�r��:
.•

j

��il

Qt>ERATINGAND DUMPING EARTH CARTS-Rich. Ray

r n
h
����;-��Yc���:!n'
� ����l� ;:il::; �r��{�E; :h� �e���!i
devices,as described.

I also claim the automatic delivery of the loaded cars.
constructed as del'lcribed by !leveral devices thereon. in
combination with a post,o. situated between the tracks.
I claim the device for closing the bottoms, a a. of the
cars. as described.
OPERATING DUMPING CARs-Richard Ray. of Lowis·
port. Ky.: I claim the use of the guide bars, k and m.
when in combination with car d. constructed with the
arc. e.
SEEniNG MACHINES-E. and G. Stephenson. of Plain·
field, MRIIS.: We claim distributing or conveying the seed
from the box. E, t.o the conveying. spout. F. by means of
the tube, I.. . with plate a' attached. the tube being secured
within a shaft. L. which has a reciprocating rotary ruo
tion.
[This seed sower is very simple in its construction the
above claim!! are as explanatory of the mechanism as any
description would be without diagrams. The machine is
capable of sowing the seed either in drill� or in hills, ac
cording to the pleasure of the operator; the change from
one to the other involves only the turning of a nut or two.
Corn or clover-the largest or the smalle.st seeds-each
may be sown with equal facility. without delay or incon.
venience in adjusting the parts.
The machine is cheap. effective. and ea�ily managed.
It ranks. in our opinion. among the best implements of its
class.]
SAWING Hoop::!-Elias Strange and Thos. B. Smith, of
'raunton,Mas.s.: 'Ve Claim the employment of two recip
rocating saws. G G. arranged as �hown,viz one saw -being
becured in a laterally sliding sash. and the other in a per
manent sa,.;h. or ono which only has a reciprocating mo
tion in a vertical directim.
[Considerable difficulty has been hitherto experienc.ed ,
in pole hoop sawing machinery. to r�tain an even thick
ness in the hoops,-cut off. as they are, from long,tapering.
crooked poles. The present improvement accomplishes
thill peculiar operation with an uncommon degree of pet
fection and rapidity.
Two upright saws are arranged. side by side. and against
them the hoop pole is fed. by means of rollel' One of the
saWj, and one Bet of the rollers. are placed in a yielding
frame. which readily expands or contracts, according to
the irregularities or the pole. Two hoops. both of an even
thickness. are cut by one passa;e of the stuff through the
machine. For the purposes intended. thh is valuable
improvement. To its ingenious inventor it will doubtless
prove. in a pecuniary point of view, highly remunera
iv•.]
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American AMoclation for the Advaneement of
Selence.-No. S.

GEOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA.-W. P. Blake read
paper on the Geology lind Mineral Associa
tion of the Quicksilver Mine of New Almaden,
California. He gave a general description of
the mine and the character of the vein. The
ore is a massive sulphuret or cinnabar, and is
identical in composition with the vermillion of
commerce. It is found in a series of beds in
terlaminated with the slaty rocks, some of the
hard shales being highly charged with the ore.
It also occurs in long, irregular veins, travers 
ing the rocks at right angles to the bedding,
forming beautiful specimens for the cabinet.
Some of the beds of ore reach a thickness of
eight feet, but the thickness of the series has
not been ascertained. Veins of carbonate of
lime traverse the beds of ore and fault all the
small veins, being more recent in its formation.
The only minerals yet observed are iron and
copper pyrites, arsenical pyrytes, talc spar and
bitumen. Gold has also been reported. The
rocks in which this ore occurs are similar to
those of San Francisco, and like them have the
peculiar flinty metamorphic character. They
are probably of tertiary age, and are associated
with trappeall and serpentine rocks. Mr. Blake
made further observations on this ore, and ex
hibited numerous specimens. The mercury is
very pure, and is obtained from the ore by dis
tillation in close brick chambers.
a.

Mr. Blake exhIbited some beautiful specimens
of crystallized and arborescent gold-some of
them found in the neighborhood of Sutter's
Fort. The arborescence was perfect, and some
of the crystals an inch in diameter.
GEOLOGY OF NEW ENGLAND.-Prof. Guyot
spoke on the configuration of the soil in New
England. He said that our one great want
was reliable maps.
Except those of the Coast
Survey we have no reliable maps. But there
are features of country that no ordinary maps
can give. New England is a part of a mass 0
land cut off from the rest of North America by
the low valleys of the Hudson and Lake Cham
plain, and the river and Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The highest point in this demarkation is at the
south of Lake Ohamplain, where it is only 140
feet high. The mountains are a continuation
of the Appalachian chain. A section west from
Boston rises gradually with an undulating
character and elongated hills to Worcester.
Beyond Worcester is a terrace about 1 000 feet
high and 40 miles wide-a broM, undulating
plateau that extends down to the State of Con
necticut. The low lands have the Blue Hills
near Boston, and in the plateau are more hills
of some 1,200 feet, and SOIne higher peaks of
3,000 feet. We come now to the Connecticut,
and go down nearly to the sea level at Spring
field, only 40 feet above. Here are trap-rocks
of some 1 ,200 feet high. On west we have 20
miles high of rolling plateau. Then we come
to greater elt"vations. The railroad passes at
1 ,475 . Passing still higher peaks we come to
the elevated valley of Pittsfield, with peaks of
3,500 feet, aud after that we descend to tide
water. Thus the Connecticut river divides a
plateau. The rise is to the west, and this rise
extends to a plateau of 1,500 to 2,000 feet,
where rises the Susquehannah. Further north
the country rises, and the Connecticut river . in
Vermont is 800 feet high. Still further north
is an immense and very high plateau, and here
the character of the swells below is broken up
but still traceable. This is the great valley 01
the St. Johns, where the streams run parallel to
the coast till they find a chance to break over
the edge. So there are two great chains that
continue from the Sound to the Bay ofChaleurs.
These chains have a bend at the White Mount
ains. The peaks though not so high, are still
quite high, 4,000 feet, and Mount Khtdhna, is
said to rise to even 5,000. The Eastern
mountains are peaks on a swelled base-the
west are a continuous chain. They are up
heavals of a different age. The White Mount
ains are high peaks on a high swell, but not on
the highest swell, which is still further north.
The White Mountains are not in accordance
with the chaill. There are two systems cross
ing each other, and Mount Washington is at
the intersectioll of the two. We may find three
or four upheavals in the whole tract east of the
Hudson, but a common law seems to pervade
them all.
P rof. H all said that what was called the

granite of the Green Mountains wae but beds
of the Lower Silurian group, and that the east
ern ridge consisted of the Niagara group and
limestone identical with the Hilderberg. The
continuation of the western range towards
Gaspe belonged to the Upper Silurian and con
tinuation of the eastern range to the Baie des
Chaleurs consisted of carboniferous strata.
The carboniferous rocks in New Brun�wick
were 18,000 feet thick, and it was well known
that canses connected with the thickest strata
produced the highest mountains.
TELEGRAPHG. Farmer, of Boston, read an inter
esting paper on this subject. He said, by a
very simple combination and arrangement of
the two systems of House and Morse, from two
to twenty-eight messages might be in the pro
cess of transmission over the same wire at one
and the same time. Thus : suppose we have
two letter-printing telegraphs, one situated in
Boston, the other in New York, and connected
as usual for the purpose of transmitting mes
sages ; suppose, further, that the axis of the
type-wheel in the Boston machine was con
nected by a wire with one pole of a suitable
galvanic battery, while the other pole of this
battery was connected by an extended wire
with the axis of the type-wheel of the machine
in New York ; further, let us remove the two
type-wheels from their axis and substitute
therefor a slender spring on each, at right
angles to the axes, and which in the course of
a revolution of the shafts shall make contact
with the twenty-eight circular segments ar
ranged concentrically around the axis of the
type-wheel and insulated from it and from one
another ; still further, let each of the twenty
eight segments in the Boston instrument be
connected severally with one pole of a complete
" Morse" machine, which is, at the other pole,
in connection with the earth ; there will then
be twenty-eight " Morse" machines at Boston
attached to the " House" machine, and by the
revolution of the type-wheel axis these twenty
eight machines will be successively put into
connection with the common communicating
wire. Suppose twenty-eight " Morse" machines
similarly connected with the " House" machine
at New-York ; if now the slender spring in each
" House " machine presses on the " A " seg
ment and the two type-wheel shafts be made to
rotate rapidly in the usual manner, at every
revolution of the type-wheels the " A" machines
at Boston and New York will be at once in
connection with each other by means of the
slender springs, the segments, and the common
wire. If the type-wheels should make twenty
revolutions per second, the dots or impulses
would succeed each other so rapidly as to make
nearly a continuous line, which could be
broken up into short and long lines by means
of the key in the usual manner. He had opera
ted with this arrangement on a circuit of sever
al miles ill length at Boston.
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ELECTRIC

ING.-M.

------�4�� ... �.�----

Recent Foreign Inventions.

To MAKE GLUE FROM OLD LEA THER-J. H.
Johnson, of London, has obtained a patent for
preparing old leather scraps to render them fit
to be made into glue. The leather is first
chopped into small pieces and thoroughly
washed, then placed in vats where it is digest
ed with a potash or soda. It is taken out, af
ter a few hours, and subjected to pressure, and
again immersed in a stronger alkaline solution
for some hours, which processes remove all the
tannic acid. It is now taken out and washed
well with water, and submitted to a steep of a
very weak sulphuric acid for twenty-four hours,
to remqve all the coloring matter. This being
accomplished, it is again submitted to a weak
alkaline solution of the carbonate of soda, then
washed in water, and is fit to be made into
glue by the common process.

covering the suface of common stone or plaster
of Paris figures with a coating of marble, as
follows : He lays upon the surface of the stone
successive coats of milk of lime, allowing each
to dry before the other is put on. When these
coats have attained to a proper thickness, he
smooths them down and polishes them until the
surface resembles marble in brilliancy. Car
bonic acid is then thrown upon the outer sur
faces, when it becomes real marble. The milk
of lime may be colored so as to produce the
exact appearance of variegated marble.
LIQUID FOR

PREVENTING

SEA SICKNESS

Jean A. F . V. Oudin, a French priest, has ob
tained a patent for the following liquid for the
prevention of sea sickness : " I distil," says
the inventor " one-third of an ounce (troy
weight) of hydrochloric acid in five ounces of
alcohol, and mix the product in 32 ounces of
water, sweetened with a little sugar or syrup.
I, however, prefer to compose the liquid of 2
2-3 ounces of dry chloride of lime mixed with
8 ounces of water and 10 2-3 ounces of alco
hol. This is distilled in a common still, and
the product mixed with 32 ounces of sweetened
water, to which are added a few drops of the
essence of mint, and a few grains of cochineal
to give it a pink color." A few drops of this
are to be taken at sea, to prevent and allay
sea sickness, and if it accomplishes this object
priest Oudin will deserve great credit for his
discovery. As this liquid, however, is of the
same composition as chloroform, the latter may
answer equally as well.
AI MING WITH CANNoN .- O apt. D. Davidson,
of Stirling, Britain, has obtained a patent for
applying to cannons, with a plain or telescopic
sight, cross wires, so that by means of them
and a collimator, the piece of ordnance may
be brought into its proper position by day or
night, after every discharge, without the neces
sity of observing the object aimed at, after the
proper range and aim have been first obtained.
For breaching walls this appears to be a good
improvement.
ARTIFICIAL CORAL-So Isaacs, of London,
has taken out a patent for making artificial
coral, by causing alabaster to be impregnated
with oil containing red coloring matter, such
as madder, after the alabaster has been treated
with a very weak solution of sulphuric acid.

ROTARY STEAM ENGINE-J. Webster, of York,
England, a miller, has taken out a patent for a
rotary steam eugine consisting of a hollow
shaft mounted on a wheel, and having a num
ber of elbow pipes branching off from it. The
steam passes through the hollow central shaft,
and flows out of the elbow pipes, where it
strikes against apertures, on a wheel secured to
another shaft, and gives the said wheel and
shaft motion. This invention is not complex,
still it is not quite so simple as old Hero's en 
gine, and hardly so effective. It is one of those
rotary improvements which revolve in the
wrong direction.
------4.- ..-1��----

Interesting Law811i1,-I'rocess of Galvanizing Iron.

A case was tried at the recent Assizes for
Staffordshire, England, in which a question
arose as to the effects produced on land and
cattle from the manufacture of galvanized iron.
It was an action brought by Benjamin Smith,
a farmer, against Messrs. Walker, iron manu
facturers, in that county. The plaintiff's land
had been in the occupation of his ancestors,
and in his own, for upwards of a century ; and
it appeared that there ran a brook through it,
which had been formerly sufficiently pure for
cows and cattle to drink of, but, before enter
ing his land, it flowed down to the defendant's
iron-works. About three years ago, the de 
fendants adopted a new process of galvanizing
iron ; and the plaintiff now complained ofhav
ing lost several of his cattle by reason of the
O RNAMENTING GLAss-James Wood, of Lon impurity of the water, and also that he had, in
don, has taken out a patent for lettering and his farming operations, by deterioration of his
ornamenting glass in the following manner : land, sustained other damage.
He prints letters or devices on paper gold leaf,
A variety of evidence was given on the part
or other suitable thin material, then cuts them of the plaintiff, in order to establish that
out and attaches them to the back of a piece he had lost at least $375 a year upon his
of glass, and afterwards coats the back of both cows and calves for the last three years, and
letters, devices, and glass with an opaque that he was, therefore, entitled to at least $1125
paint.
damages on that head ; that $525 would be but
[This process is not new here. It has long a small compensation for his loss in the supply
been in use.
of milk ; and that there was then the value of

and he described the process of galvanizing
iron. They cleaned the iron plates with dilute
sulphuric acid, there being one part of acid to
nine parts of water. After some time, this
mixture became sulphate of iron, and, thus
losing its peculiar property, had to be let off
into the brook. There was also zinc used in
the process ; it was placed in a molten state on
the plates. The sulphuric acid was kept in
vats. They let off generally about a vat per
day. In the process there was also consump
tion of zinc, and, after draining the plates from
the zinc bath, they were dipped in water, which
water afterwards ran off into the brook. Evi
dence was then given to show that the inju
ries to plaintiff's land and cattle, were gene
rally exaggerated ; and scientific witnesses,
who had analyzed the water, were also examin
ed. Some of the water, after it had passed
the works, was found to contain neither tin nor
zinc, but merely a little iron ; but both tin and
zinc were found, in very small quantities, in a
specimen of the deposit from the brook which
was examined. Mr. James Simmons, Professor
of the Royal Veterinary College, was of opin
ion that water containing sulphate of zinc in
the minute proportion stated, would not only
not be injurious to cows, but would be benefi
cial to them, by acting as a tonic. The same
proportion of chloride of zinc would have pre
cisely the same effect. In his cross-examina
tion, he stated that 10 grains of chloride of
zinc might be given to a cow without injury.
In directing attention to the question of
damages, the learned Judge commented with
much severity on the fact that, the plaintiff had
allowed the evil to go on year after year, and
then came forward with a heavy claim. He
thought that there was not any discrepancy in
the medical and scientific evidence, for it
showed that zinc was found in the deposits ta
ken from the brook, and that, if the cattle
drank continuously from that water, injurious
consequences would result. The defendants
had previously paid $250 into court, acknowl
edging the plaintiff's claim to that extent, and
the jury refused to add any further damages.
So farmer Smith only received $ 250 out of his
cash claim of $2025, and lost his land damage
claim altogether. The testimony of Professor
Simmons, to the effect that the zinc impregna
tion of the water was beneficial to the cows,
than otherwise, is rather rich. Some persons
appear to think that Providence made a mis
take in creating pure water-it is so much su
perior when mixed with some poisonous drug or
other compound.
------4
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Telegraph from England to Australia.

While American capitalists are busy in lay
ing down the wires for a telegraph between
New York and London, our transatlantic friends
are occupied in doing their share towards the
complete encircling of the world. The far- off
regions of Australia have been put down upon
the telegraphic chart as the eastern terminus of
the great Mediterranean Electric Telegraph
Company.

This company is formed for establishing a
communica.tion between Europe, Africa, Malta,
the Ionian Islands, Greece, Constantinople,
India, and Australia. They have a concession,
with exclusive privileges, for fifty years, from
France and Sardinia, and interest at the rate
of five per cent. per annum guaranteed for
the same period by the French and Sardinian
Governments . Mr. John W. Brett, the telegraph
engineer, states that the lines have been in
active and successful operation from Cagliari
to Spezzia, Italy, about six hundred miles, since
the 1 5th of August last, and the messages trans
mitted have already far exceeded the number
originally anticipated. The remaining portion
of the present lines will be completed within a
few weeks, as the third cable, one hundred and
sixty-two miles in length, is now on board the
Result, at Greenwich, and was to leave England
in a few days. This important complement of
the line will unite the southernmost point of
Sardinia with Algiers, Africa, when the guar
antee of five per cent. interest from the French
Government will come into force, as is alread;v
the case with the Sardinian Government. The
Mediterranean submarine cable is the largest
and strongest which has yet been laid down ; it
consists of six electric wires throughout, weigh
MARBLEIZING THE S URFA C E OF S TONE--J . his land which had been destroyed. Mr. John ing eight tuus per mile, or over two thousand
Claudot, of Paris, has obtained a patent for Walker, one of the defendants, was examined, tuns.
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connecting rod united b y a pin eccentrically to

the fly wheel.

K, in the upper part of frame L, which is se
cured by bolts, c c, to frame, A, the lower end

The opposite end of this rod is

another plate, g, which has a holt, h, at each

end.

These bolts pas. through the upper plate
of frame L being also secured to the base of e, and bave nuts, i i, upon them. A plate, j, is
which work in guide ways on the front part of frame A. The rod, J, has a small cross bar, also placed above the upper plate, e, the nuts,
the frame. The planers, F F, are formed by M, passing through it, the ends of which work i, securing it by the bolts, h . A cam, k, is in
attached to two reciprocating planes, F F,

Machine. Cor Planinll and Jointing Stav.,..

The first annexed figures represent the im- inserting cutters, a a, in metallic plates, b b, in grooves in the frame as shown in fig. 2. The serted in
plate j ; it is provided with a handle,
proved machine of M. T. Kennedy, of F alls- which are placed a suitable distance apart, and lower end of rod J, rests upon the end of a
l, and its edge bears upon the surface of the
ton, Pa., for which a patent was obtained on have their upper edges inclined outwards, as treddle, N, which is connected to another tred
upper plate, e.
the 12th of last June.
shown in fig. 2. The ends of these plates are dle, 0, by a strap, 0', passing over pulley d.
The staves to be j ointed are secured in the
Fig. 1 is a transverse section of the ma- attached to blocks, H H, which work on guides.
The clamp, I, is formed by two metallic clamp, I, by placing them-one at a time--be
chine. Fig. 2 is a side view, and fig. 3 a top I represents a clamp attached to the upper end plates, e e, connected by end pieces,/J; as shown
tween the upper plate, e, and plate g, and by
view. The invention relates to planing the of rod, J. This rod passes through a socket, in fig. 1 . Between these plates tbere is placed
moving or turning the cam, k, which secures
outer sides of keg and barrel staves, and con-

sists in the combination of a rotating disk pro-

I

KENNEDY'S PATENT MACHI NE FOR PLANING STAVES.

vided with cutters, and a rotating clamp for

holding the staves while being operated upon
A represents the frame of the

by the cutters.

B a horizontal shaft running in suit

machine.

I

able bearings, a a, and having a circular met

allic disk at one end provided with radial cut

ters, b, near its periphery, of which there may

be four or more.

The cutting edges of these

cutters are on the outer side of the disk, as

shown in figs, 2 and 3 . D E are driving pulleys,

by which motion is given to shaft, B, by a belt

from some main driver. D' is a horizontal shaft
having a driving pulley, E, at one end and a
screw, F, at the opposite end.

On the shaft,

H, there are two circular disks, I 1', permanent

ly secured. to the shaft, at a suitable distance
apart, corresponding to the length of the staves
to be planed.

Around the disk, I, there is a
KK

band, J, having its inner edge serrated.

K are rods, the ends of which pass through the

disks, I 1' .

Each rod has a lip, c, at one end.

The outer ends of these lips are bent over the

outer edge of the disk, 1', and their edges are

serrated.

Around each of the rods, K, there is

wound a spiral spring, L, which keeps the lips,
c, over the edge of disk,

1' .

M M are station

ary cams at the ends of a semicircular band,

N, attached to one end of the frame, and at the
back of disk I.

The disks, I 1', rods, K, and

spring, L, with lips, c, form a rotating clamp.

Motion is given to disk, C, by means of a

belt passing over either of the driving pulleys,
D E, and motion is given to the clamp by a

belt passing over the pulley, E, on shaft, D',

the shaft

H and clamp being rotated by screw
G. As the clamp rotates,

F, and worm wheel,

the uppermost rod, K, will be acted upon by
eam, M, which bears against its end and forces

it forward, so that its lip, c, will be forced out

wards from the disk, 1', and the stave is then each stave firmly between the two plates named.
The lower end of the frame, L, is then moved
inserted between the lips, c, and the edge of
towards tbe back part of frame, A, so as to
band or loop, J. When the uppermost rod, K,
give the clamp, I, an inclined position, as
passes the cam, M, its spiral spring, L, will
shown in fig 1. Motion is then given to shaft
draw the lip, c, Qf said rod firmly against the
B, and the clamp, by its own gravity, settles
edge of the stave which will then be secured

between the edge of the lip and that of the
hoop or band, J.

down between the two planers, F F, when the planed of a taper form, and so is the stave itself,.
edges of the stave are brought into contact as shown by A' .
with the cutters, a a, which have a reciprocat

The foot is pressed upon the

treddle, 0, and the clamp, thereby, is elevated

ing motion given to them by the action of the

above the plane when the position of the stave

planers, F

It (the clamp) is then allowed to descend, and

connecting rod, E, which is attached to the is reversed by turning the clamp halfway roun".
F.

The edges of the stave are

KENNE DY'S PATENT STAVE JOINTER.

The staves are all secured

in the clamp in this manner, viz. : inserted as

the clamp rotates, between the uppermost rod,

K, and the hoop, J, the cam, M, permitting this

by forcing out the lip and allowing the inser
tion of the stave.

Tbe clamp rotates in tbe

direction of arrow 1, and tbe disk C in the di

rection of arrow 2, fig. 2.

As the staves come

in contact with the cutters, b, tbey are planed
and dressed while passing round on the clamp.

When the ends of the rods come in contact

with the lower cam, M, fig. 2, the lips, c, are

again forced forward or out from the disk, 1',

and the dressed stave then falls from the clamp.
This is a simple and good operative machine.

The claim is for the disk, C, and the clamp, the
latter being formed of a series of rods, K K,
passing through the disks, 1 1', and provided

with springs and lips, operated and formed as
described and represented.
The succeeding figures

represent the im

proved stave j ointing machine of M. T. Kenne
dy, for which a patent was granted to him on
the same date as the one for his above de
scribed stave dresser.

The nature of the in

vention of this machine consits in the combi

nation of two reciprocating planes and an ad
justable clamp, constructed, arranged, and op

erated as will be described, for jointing staves
for barrels, kegs, and such like purposes.

I

the opposite end of the stave is jointed in a vessels, it possesses great advantages, as the are, among other industrial works existing at

similar manner to the first, when it will be of planes act upon the staves from the center to Wilmington, Del., two establishments for the
the form of A". If the staves require to have the ends, thereby working with the grain of construction of iron vessels, in which 600 men
rounded edges, as shown by A"', they are bent the wood and making a very smooth joint. are employed.
or sprung upwards at their centers in clamp 1.

Fig. 1 is .a vertical longitudinal section of More or less taper may be given to the staves,
by adjusting frame L, so that the clamp, I, may

the machine ; fig. 2 is a transverse vertical sec

tion of it, and A' A" A'" embraced in fig. 3,

show three staves-one partly, and two fin

ished.
A is the frame of the machine.

be more or less inclined.

Some kinds of staves

such as those used for pails, kegs, &c., require
one taper only, and these of course are not re-

B is a shaft versed in the clamp. This machine is extreme-

running in suitable bearings, and baving a pul
ley, C, and a fly wheel, D, at one end.

ly simple, not liable to get out of repair, nor is

E is a it expensive to manufacture. For making tight

Mr. Kennedy is now manufacturing lead kegs

Within the past year they

bave turned out ten iron steamboats and one

at the rate of 50 per hour, upon a single set of schooner.

the above described machines.

More information respecting them may be

obtained by letter addressed to him at bis resi
dence, Fallston, Beaver C o., Pa.
..

_ ....
__
.
..
-

Iron Steamboats at Wilmln�ron, Delaware.

. .�

.

White's R!parter, of Louisville, Ky., speaks

in a most flattering manner of the plow manu
factured by Thos. E.

C. Brinly, of Simpson

ville, in tbat State, stating that it has taken
the premium at every Fair in Kentucky at

One of our correspondents states that there which it has been exhibited.
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NEW-YORK, SEPTEMBER 1 5 , 1855.
The :.Openlng of Our New Year.

We begin, to-day, a new volume, and enter
upon the duties of a new year, under circum

stances both flattering and peculiar. lIfaterial
interests of every kind are flourishing with un
wonted activity.

The cries of distress and the

sights of poverty, which but a few months
since so often met the eye or fell upon the ear,

are now no longer seen or heard. No armies
out of employment, parade
of laborers,

Their honest
our streets, asking for work.
wives and children no longer beg, from door to
door, the neceSsaries of life.

No idle shops,

vacant and abandoned, attest a general gloom.
But, on the contrary, the whole land, from

North to South, from East to West, presents
one universal scene of industry and prosperity.

The ringing anvil, and the clickering loom, j oin
their mixed sounds to �ongs of hearty j oy, from
busy operatives. The earth repays the farm 

such always has and ever will be, a ruling en his services, exclusive of patent rights ; and if our description of its effects for a mere state
On every side it is allowed that the still greater he was to receive an additional com ment of what the law is, and its own statement
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, in point of vigor, inter pensation of $400 for each per cent. of power of what the law is, for a description of its ef
est, reliability, and influence, stands at the head gained. In accordance with the contract, the fects . It thus confuses itself.
nseful effect of two of these wheels were tested
A cannon ball falling from an elevation will
of all a�logous j ournals ; indeed, we can add,
by a very perfect Prony dynamometer, and the
as an absolute fact, that its regular weekly cir
acquire a uniformly accelerated velocity. The
quantity of water gauged by a wier. The ob
same ball projected upwards will have its speed
culation exceeds that of all other publications
servations on them were put into the possession
uniformly retarded.
If the same ball be
of its kind, in the world, combined together.
of Mr. Francis for computation, and he found
placed in a vacuum tube, it will not move a
These proud positions we shall ever try to
that the mean maximum of their effective pow
single inch. What produces these different
maintain. If an increased desired to benefit
er was 88 per cent of the water elpended. results 1 Gravity, which is ever constant ;
our readers,-to spread before them the honest
According to the terms of the contract, Mr. but the conditions of the three cases are en
truth, to enlighten, to encourage, and in every
Boyden was then fully paid $5200 for his ser tirely different. The Tribune seems sublimely
way to promote their advantage, can do aught
vices and patent rights. This was certainly a regardless of conditions, hence, it talks of a
to retain and augment the confidence with
great triumph for him-one worthy of univer vacuum tube as if it were to be placed verti
which they have honored us in the past, then
sal admiration. The experiments upon one of
cally, and receive packages from the uttermost
have we no fears for the future. Boldly, there
these wheels, and the flow of water over the boundaries of the atmosphere, instead of being
fore, we launch out upon the voyage of a new
wiers, are ably and fully detailed, with illustra
laid horizontally on the ground, and its packa
year, fully believing that, at its termination, not
tions, in this work, which should be in the
ges propelled by the simple pressure of the at
only ourselves, but all who have gone with us,
possession of every hydraulic engineer.
mosphere.
will be found to have made a permanent and a
There is no subject which has engaged more
On the day the Tribune's article was pub
satisfactory progress.
discussion, and respeeting which a greater va
lished, a correspondent-J. O. Gilvie, No. 54
III ... . ..
riety of opinion prevails among millwrights State street, this city-saw at once through
Water Wheel••
deavor.

Experiments with Turbine

We owe an apology to James B. Francis, En
gineer of the C orporations of Lowell, Mass., for

than turbine water wheels.

We are convinced

not noticing at an earlier date his work on the
above subject, which does him great credit as

working qualities of each wheel, and no other

should be admitted, for it is a positive fact that
er's toil, with over-running measures. Where
the effective value of such wheels, according
a man of science and engineering �kill. We had
ever we turn, all is activity and gladness.
to their eonstruction, varies from 50 to 88 per
In view of these great blessings, how should received communications last year from two of
cent.
our hearts swell with thanksgiving and praise our correspondents, in which they stated they
We have a letter now before us from Heath
ex
their
of
descriptive
works
and
preparing
glory
were
Whose
"
toward that All-wise Being
& Arthur, of Laurel, Md., in which they state
an
Whose presence the Heavens declare, and periments with turbine water wheels, and
that one of H. Van Dewater's 6 feet Jonval
Whose handiwork the firmanent showeth forth." ticipating the early publication of these, we
turbines does all the work of their factory,
able
being
of
hope
To us, it is pleasing to observe that, amid the waited till now in the vain
driving 1260 dead spindles, 36 looms, and the
bnstle of this uncommon material prosperity, to compare and present some of the peculiar
necessary machinery and shafting for making
each.
to
belonging
the intellectual powers of our people are not information
No. 6 1 - 2 yarn and cloth from it, with 20 per
The work of Mr. Francis is a large volume,
left unexercised. Since spring opened, and the
cent. less water than three of Parker's wheels.
on
the
is
and
plates,
beautiful
with
ap
became
illustrated
prospect of so glorious a harvest
They
do not state what the total useful effect
parent, the student, the inventor, and the think ly book worthy of the name ever published in
of the wheel is, but, that it is a gain of from
of
subject
the
on
other,
any
or
new
to
country,
our
themselves
applied
have
to
er, appear
25 to 30 per cent over the three Parker's,
tasks, with redoubled vigor. The number of " Turbine wheels." The experiments described
which it has superseded, for with these wheels
discoveries and inventions which have come in this work were made on that hard worked
the factory never could turn out over 600 lbs.
under our notice, within the four past months, stream, the " Merrimack River," at Pawtucket
of yarn per day, while with the Van Dewater
exceeds, by far, the developements of a similar Falls, where throbs the heart of bnsy Lowell, the
wheel, it turns out 750 lbs. without difficulty,
continent.
our
on
city
any
in
manufacturing
time,
of
greatest
space
same
the
nature, during
sometimes running in two feet of back water.
preceding year. It is also observable that, in The fall, in ordinary low water, is 33 feet,
This information which we have presented,
the character of the subjects pursued, and the and the proprietors of the loeks and canals on
respecting the value of turbine water wheels,
mill
-30
1
1
results produced, there is a decided improve the river at Lowell have granted 139,
should claim universal attention. No other
ment ; they evince closer study, and a higher powers, of 3595'933 cubic feet of water per sec
kind of wheel, not the best overshot in the
power,
horse
65'4
89
to
all
in
ond, amounting
degree of mental effort.
world,-has been known to give out within
It is this disciplining and stretching of the which is now employed in turning the busy
ten per cent. as much power as the Lowell ones.
intellect,-this constant endeavor to exceed in wheels, and giving motion to thousands of
Turbine wheels then, should be used in prefer
the future, whatever has been done in the past, spindles, looms, &c., belonging to eleven com
ence to all others, not only because of their
that our people should ever try to cultivate. panies, employing the immense invested capi
economy of water power, but also because of
In all the new triumphs of mind over matter, tal of $13,000,000 in manufacturing. Much of
their eompactness, simplicity, and cheapness.
the Americans, from this very cause, stand this great water power is employed on turbine
No doubt much depends on the workmanship
water
wheels
of
a
very
superior
description,
as
every where pre-eminent. Who does not re
of each wheel, for the principle of applying
member with pride, the splendid victories of the results of experiments show. At one time
the water, on Boyden's wheels-giving the in
our countrymen at the Exhibition of All-Na breast wheels were exclusively nsed at Lowell,
let water a whirling motion in the wheel's di
tions in London. Acres and acres of space and until the year 1 844 much prejudice ex
rection-is that discovered and first applied by
were there covered over, with rare and bril isted against re-action wheels. " The atten
Parker. We scarcely expect much further im
tion,"
says
Mr.
Francis,
"
of
American
engi
liant specimens of goods and products, from
provement to be made in such wheels, for 1 2
every clime. Diminutive, compared with the neers was first directed to improved re-action
per cent allowance for friction i s very small.
wheels
in
France,
by
some
articles
published
displays of other large nations, the Department
Yet in this era of great mechanical skill, and
of America, away in its lonely corner, became, in the Jourrw,l if the Franklin Institute, and by
progressive science, we dare not place a limit
for a time, the butt of ridicule and contempt. a translation of Morin's Freneh treatise in 1843,
to improvements on any machine. To struggle
by
Elwood
Morris. The experiments with one
But when, at last, the hour of trial came, her
for perfection, as the standard of effort, is the
genius and her superior intelligence, shone forth of Mr. Morris' wheels indicated a nseful effect
only way to improve and progress.
with dazzling splendor. The vast and mag of 75 per cent., and this being as good as that
------- � -..---nificent display, by which she was surrounded
no longer

served to overawe and hide her

strength, but rather helped to lift her up con

claimed for over-shot wheels, the attention
of our millwrights Was directed to their merits."

It appears to us that the pamphlet of William

spicuous above the whole, " the observed of all Whitelaw, on re-action waterwheels, published

in 1840, deserves some credit for bringing the

observers. "
T h e Parisian Exhibition affords another il

lustration, in some degree similar. The French,
the English, and every other Department, teem
with endless displays of riches and beauty :
yet there is, throughout them all, a strange ab
sence of novelty.

The articles exhibitcd have,

for the most part, long been known, made, and
veuded.

It is only when the comparatively

small Division of the United States is reached,
that anything absolutely new is seen : while,

among the most striking features of the entire

the absurdity of its positions, and sent us a

that the dynamometer is the only test of the

subject prominently before our people, as his
water wheel, erected in that year, indicated a
nseful effect of 75 per cent.

From the detailed experiments of Mr. Fran

cis, we are led to conclude that over-shot,

short article on the subject ; we eannot do

better than quote his remarks.

Pressure.

The Tribune of the 6th inst. contains anoth
er article in answer to ours in No. 5 1 , last Vol.

no more than 75 per cent of the water power,

This is an insinuation which

does no honor to an honest man.

It is intend

ed to convey the idea that we had denied the
did no such thing.

The first article of the Tribune which led to

a turbine wheel for the Appleton CO.'s cotton

and very economically, by the removal of at

contest.

mill at Lowell, which was found by experiments

ready attended the efforts of our people at �elf

of the water power.

advancement.

Knowledge, the

world

over,

This was first rate, but

greater triumphs were yet in store for Mr. Boy

gives power and fame : this is true in regard

den.

to individuals, as well as nations.

tion of three turbines of 190 horse power each,

therefore, in the future, strive onward.

Let us,

In the

new year that is before us, now so propitions

of good, let every individual make a new ex
ertion to rise above the level of the past.

For ourselves, in the conduct of our j ournal,

In 1846, he superintended the construc

for the same company, and by the terms of the

whirled through space swift as .cannon balls,
mospheric

pressure.

Being silenced on the

latter point, it now proceeds to rush packages
through a vacuum tube-with an accelerated
velocity of thousands of miles in an hour by
some constant force.

Although we explained

the action of gravity in the article alluded to,

performance.

If the mean power derived from

power expended, he was to be paid $1200 for

phere forces it into the tube.

Insert a pipe in

to the bottom of a reservoir of water, and the

stream which commences to flow through it
will not increase in velocity with the increase
of distance though the horizontal pipe were a

thousand miles long."

This is pointed and clear.

The maximum

velocity of the water is to be found at the bot
tom of the cistern, and the maximum velocity

of the air at the entrance of the vacuum tube ;

it cannot be otherwise, according to the law of
gravitation.

The velocity of air rushing into

a perfect vacuum on the surface of the earth,

is very great, but it is not uniformly accelerated
in the tube.

If such a law prevailed, it would

be the easiest thing in the world to increase

the power of water for a wheel, independent of
the hight of the fall, by simply increasing the
length of the water flume.
..

� ..
Prhes.

We wish it to be distinctly remembered, that

although the new volume of our paper begins

to-day, the opportunity of competing for the

cash prizes which we offer, continues until the

first of January nezt. This will afford all those
of 'our friends who desire to immortalize them

selves,-and, at the same time time, get well
paid for the labor-ample time to extend the

field of their canvassing, and thus to swell

their lists of subscribers.

Names should be sent in, with the funds, as

fast as received, in order to make sure of co.m

mencing with the volume.

We will keep cor.

rect accounts with each competitor, Qf all
names forwarded.

It matters not whether they

come to ns singly or by dozens.

They will be

The proprietors of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
will pay in cash the following splendid prizes
for the fourteen largest list of subscribers sent
in between the present time and the 1st of Jan_

uary, 1856 ; to wit ;

}'or the largest List For the 2d la rgest List
For the 3d la rgest LI.t
For t h e 4t h larg""t List

$100

•

7 1i

•

61i

ii I>
1i0
41i

For t h e li t h larg""t L"t
For the 6th laraest List
For the 7 tll l argest List
For the 8 th la rgest List
For t h e 9 t h largest Lt.t
Eor the 1 0t h la rgest Ust
For the 1 1 t h largest' LM
For t he 1 2t h lar�e"t Ust
For the 1 3th l ar",,,,,! I.M
For the 1 4th la r�·e.! Ust

40

3 1i
30
23

20
15
10
Ii

Names can be 3ent �n at different times, and

from different Post Offices.

The cash wH\ be

and showed that the conditions of a package

paid to the order of the successful co,mpetitor

ent from those of a falling body acted upon

immediately after the 1st of January, l856.-

contract his eompensation depended upon their moving in a vacuum 'tube, were entirely differ

them was equal to 78 per cent. of the water

null, because the air would not follow it up
faster than the uniform pressure of the atmos

.. . .. .
SPLENDID CASH PRIZES !

a moving body."

American genius obtains, in every prominent

with the dynamometer to give out 78 per cent.

pelled by the stream of air accelerates its ve

locity, the original motive power would become

mits the existence of the law that atmospheric amount footed up on the appointed day.

embodied spirits and planets moving with aw

draulic engineer of Massachusetts, constructed

It is very plain to me, that if the body im

resistance increases in the duplicate ratio of

and are far inferior in efficiency to the most this discussion was grandiloquent about dis
improved turbines.

capacity of the vacuum being also given to

find how long time will be required to fill it l'

credited as fast as received, and the gross

breast, and under-shot wheels should no longer existence of sllch a law, while the fact is we
be tolerated, as the very best of them give out

the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere, the

It says " the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN now ad

ful velocities, and about railroad trains being

Such are some of the results that have al

ing through a given aperture into a vacuum by

The Tribune and the 8cientllic American on Air

In 1844, Uriah A. Boyden, an eminent hy

Exhibition, are the marked triumphs which

" The problem to be solved is simply this,

' what is the velocity of a stream of air flow

by

gravity, the

Tribune

has

such obtuse

ideas of the law of gravity, that it mistakes

© 1855 SCIENTIFIC AMRICAN, INC.

MUNN & CO., 1 28 Fulton st.. , New York.

o::;r S ee prospectus on the last page.

j tienfifit �meritan+
Steam vel"8U!l all other Gase•.

at once, w e would save 500 deg.

Thi s does screwing, as a discharge for the milk from the I speed of 100 miles per hour can be obtained
vessel. I had a stop cock in this spout to without any increase of tear and wear."
But how are we to get the air into the boiler enable me to exhaust the vessel before applyWe are no advocates of a higher speed on

This has become a very important subject of appear to be the fact.
late ; and when we see such men as Ericsson,

in America, and Du Tremblay, in France, or heater to supply the consumption of hot air. ing the apparatus to the cow. The flexible our common railroads than that now adopted
spending thonsands of dollars to find a rub Any temperature that the heater could stand tube had four branches, each branch was fur- -perhaps it is a little too high for the present
stitute for steam, we are bound to believe that would only be a few doubles of volume, to force ni hed with a thimble of size and shape to re�
back a fourth or an eighth, would be a great celve the teats of the cow. This completed my

the subject is not well understood by all scien

108s of power ; nor could we afford to condense apparatus for milking cows by machinery ; it
The steam engine was at first called an at the air. True, we would get back the expan now remains to be told how it operated.
Well, I took it out to my friend, John Rinmospheric engine. because the inventors were sive powoc pressed into the air, but the friction
trying to give motion by the pressure of the ofso large and powerful an air pump would be nard, near Westchester, who was kind enough
to let me try it on his cow. After exhausting
atmosphere, and only used steam in one end of very great.
tific men.

system ; but we believe, and have asserted, that

we have engineers who can build railroads and
engines to run trains at the rate of 100 miles

per hour as safely, though not so economically,

as those running at the present speeds of from
35 to 40 miles per hour.

.. . - • ..

The Farmer's Future.

How fortunate that Nature supplies us so the vessel I applied the thimbles to the teats and
After the improvements of Watt,
An English correspondent of the New York
The suckers laid hold
it was called a steam engine, because he ad bountifully with a material that she condenses turned the stop cock.
Trilnvrw, expatiates on the prospective introduc
herself,
if
we
only
withdraw
a
little
heat,
com
cylinder.
the
of
like a calf. The milk flowed into the vessel
mitted steam to both ends
tion of steam power as an aid in agricultural
Would it not be well to change the name once pressing 1700 volumes into one, so that while until all, or nearly all, wal drawn from the
operations, a8 follows :-" The Farmers' Future
in
this
compact
form
a
small
force
pump
sup
is
it
for
Engine,"
aloric
cow,
C
"
which
required
a
it
double
the
time
call
it
would
and
more,
will be found in the application of steam t� the
plies
the
loss,
although
the
cylinder
is
throw
to have milked the cow by hand.
caloric and not steam that gives life and motion
cultivation of the soil !
We are rapidly
I tried it on the same cow several times, and
to the machine. Viewing steam as the motor, ing off great volumes of steam. Nor should
coming to the conclusion here that the good
we
omit
the
power
saved
by
condensing
the
their
turning
naturally
on different cows with the same results, and
is the cause of many
old plow is a humbug. We begin to think
attention to other fluids more volatile than wa steam-a process that looks more like gaining came to the conclusion that it would be of litthat spade-husbandry applied by steam is the
ter, and requiring so much less latent heat to power than anything else in practical physics. tIe or no use unless applied upon a large Bcale,
right thing ; indeed, there are some among us
Heat is then the grand motor in the steam as your correspondent suggests.
convert them into vapor-such as ether, alco
of the opinion that a machine may be invented
hol, oil of turpentine, &c. The cost of these caloric engine. Steam, air, ether, or any fluid
It is a gentle, easy way of milking, and the
which should, in effect, plow, sow, harrow and
or
gas,
is
nothing
but
the
gross
matter
f
or
the
to
fluids would be an insuperable objection
cows seemed to like it much, and would probaroll altogether-a machine, in fact, which
their use, for although the vapor might be con heat to act upon, and in our present state of bly give their milk more freely after becoming
should make a seed-bed and sow the seed all
densed, and the fluid worked over continually, knowledge, water possesses great advantages accustomed to the process. On the whole, I
at one operation. There has already been one
yet no machinery can be made so perfect that over everything else. The road to improve am not satisfied that milking cannot be done
steam-engine exhibited in this country which
the loss would not be considerable. But it can ment is to direct our energies to the cheapest by machinery.
Respectfully yours,
will walk anywhere, and do anything it iB rebe shown that there is no advantage in using way to produce artificial heat, the best way to
Philadelphia, Pa.
WM . H. HOWARD.
quired to do. It has feet ahout the size of
.. .., ..
them, if they were as cheap as water, for the preserve it, and the most advantageous way to
yours, Sir, and it puts them down upon the
One Hundred Mlle. per Hour on Railroads.
J. G. H.
volume of vapor is in exact proportion to the use it.
MESSRS. EDITORS-In your issue of August ground, one after the other, very much in the
----
---..
.�. -+
......
latent heat required to form it. The latent
[For the Scientific American.]
11, you say, " Railroad trains will yet be run fashion of a dandy going up Broadway, only
heat of ether is 300 deg., less than one-third
The Mechanical Calf.
ning
at the rate of one hundred miles per hour, the feet of the machine are fixed on wheels, and
that of water, and accordingly we find the va
" There is nothing new under the sun," and I
revolve regularly, instead of moving up and
it is our opinion."
por of ether occupying less than one-third the am obliged to accept your wager in behalf of
down awkwardly, like his. This machine will
Instances
of
cars
running
from
80
to
100
space of steam. The same is true of every old Solomon, for supposing there might be. To
miles per hour, cannot be news to gentlemen go through a plowed field very comfortably,
other vapor. The heat required to vaporize a save your correspondent G. W. S., of Broome
in your position in the community. You may and rather quicker than a good hnnter will get
fluid being the exact measure of the volume of Co., N. Y., the trouble of experiments, I will
not be apprised that there is now before the U . over it ; and as it will drag a dozen plows after
that fluid. In aeriform matter, the atoms are state that in the spring of 1847 a dairyman by
S. Senate a proposition for the construction o f it, I do not see, for my part, why it should not
at
cohesive
destroy
to
as
asunder
far
so
forced
the name of Greenlee, in Crawford Co., Pa., ap 
a
" speed locomotive," which the inventor is be made to carry, as part and parcel of itself, a
traction ; we do not know what this distance plied to me to coustruct an apparatus for milk
confident will attain safely 400 to 500 miles mechanism that will readily convert the un
is, but it is less than one-third for ether, as ing cows by atmospheric pressure, or through
per hour. The track is to be adapted to a pe tilled ground into a seed-bed. Well, then as
compared with water, and still less for some the medium of an air pump.
culiarly constructed locomotive, which is to be to drainage. I saw a machine the other day
other substances. This property of matter de
I detailed to him a variety of apparatus that
as
light as may be compatible with requisite that would dig, drain, and lay down sixteen
dif
the
of
attraction
pends upon the cohesive
I knew would extract the milk if the cows
strength,
to have four to six wheels ten and a half feet of piping per minute, the pipes
ferent kinds of matter, and not on the heat, could be broke to the new process. I however
feet
diameter.
The vehicle is to embrace or being rather more regularly and satisfactorily
property
similar
A
same.
the
always
which is
advised him that I did not think the process
constitute
the
engine,
tender, and mail depart laid than any skilled workman can lay them.
belongs to solid matter, in that expansibility is could come extensively into use on account of
ment, and to carry an engine and an attendant. The machine labored under the disadvantage
in proportion to compressibility ; thus a bar of the expense, and the difficulty of keeping air
of being cumbrous, and of being made to be
steel will require double the heat to produee pumps in proper order in hands unused to deli The obj ect is to transport mail matter and light
worked
by a stationary engine. But having
articles exclusively. The importance of the
the same elongation required for a bar of brass, cate mechanical apparatus. He, nevertheless,
got thus far, it seems to be only one step
realization
of
auch
a
result
you
are
fully
qualis
it
before
weight
the
but will sustain double
ventured boldly into the project, and footed the
further to give us steam application to the soil
JOHN VANBLARCUM.
ified to appreciate.
forced back to its original length.
bills like a gentleman for three " Patent Milk 
so as to enable twenty times the quantity of
Jacksonville, Ill .
The size of solid bodies is ever varying, de ers," holding about four gallons each, having
land to be put under cultivation by the same
[In
alluding
to
the
above
remark
of
ours,
and
them,
pending upon the amount of heat in
two well-constructed air pumps to each, and
referred to by our correspondent, the .!1.merican amount of labor, and at no greater cost than
the cohesive attraction of the different kinds of four elastic rubber tubes, stop cocks, &c., af
now. Then we may hope for a produce of
Railway Times (Boston) of the 1 6th of August,
de
to
enough
e
matter elevate the temperatur
fording me an opportunity to expend some of
cheap corn, the great desideratum in this land
in
a
very
candid
manner,
said
"
there
was
no
stroy this cohe$ive attraction ; and we have my best mechanical skill for a couple of months.
of sweat and toil, where it depends upon a
gas, varying in volume in proportion to the The apparatus was completed, and on gentle physical impossibility about the matter, but we
shilling or two, more or less, in the price offood,
doubt
whether
the
present
generation
will
wit
force of the cohesive attraction that existed. cows and easy milkers it worked beyond all
not only whether a n:an can reap the advanta
This gas will now, however, occupy a space my expectations, and my friend Greenlee began ness any portion of the passenger traffic car
ges of his labor, but absolutely, too often,
ried
at
that
high
rate,
and
the
reasons
are
ob
the
on
and
heat,
limited on the one hand by
arranging his stables to mIlk his sixty cows
whether he can continue to exist.
other by external pressure. The various kinds by one great air pump, precisely on the plan vious. It will not pay, and the commercial
Yes, to the application of improved machi
of matter, in its three forms-solid, fluid, and detailed by your correspondent. But alas ! for question settles the question of speed. The ex
nery to the earth must wlil look for an accession
pense
of
operation
increases
with
great
rapid
gas-are acted upon variously by heat. But human hopes I the milk-maids are yet milking
of home comforts, of world-wide prosperity,
heat itself-sensible, latent, or specific-like with their hands, and will continue to do so ity as the speed is increased, and the liability
of universal happiness I To Thee ! 0, bountifnl
to
danger
and
destruction
is
so
greatly
in
gravitation, is always the same. The only till some one has enterprise enough to manu
God of Nature, we offer our first thanks that
possible advantage of using any of these vol facture without a patent, which was then duly creased that few men feel like being hurled
Thou hast given us the great seed-bed whereon
through
the
air
at
such
fearful
risk.
Not
until
be
might
engine
the
atile fluids wonld be, that
applied for, model furnished, and long specifica
we live and move, and whence we have our
gin to play a little Booner, just as we can tions detailing various appliances intended to there is a radical and entire change in the su
being.
To Industry be given our next best
load a small vessel sooner than a large one ; cover every contingency, but the claim was re perstructure and machinery used in the opera
tribute, and then let us thank Art and Science
tion
of
railways,
will
the
speed
be
increased
to
but to make their vapor occupy the same space, jected " for want of novelty, the same process
that teach us how to make the beot uses of the
or expand with the same power as steam, the having been applied to the human breast !" I any considerable amount."
means so bountifully placed at our disposal."
With
some
of
these
remarks
we
perfectly
a
exeept
same amount of heat must be used,
-----. . �- .
..-----denied the validity of the objections, as the ap
A 'Var Balloon.
small advantage, in the heat being more oc paratus as detailed was new and should have agree ; with others we do not. The question
Experiments are said to have been ordered
of payability no doubt settles the matter, but
cupied in expanding than making gas.
been patented ; it was overruled, and my friend
Atmospheric air is really the only competi Greenlee, because he could not get a patent, with proper roads and machinery, higher at Vincennes, France, on an incendiary balloon
tor of steam, nothing else is cheap enough, it neglected to milk even his own cows by speeds are just as safe as our present low speeds of immense size, to see if it can be usefully em
is even cheaper than water, and would be free machinery. I presume G. W. S. can get one on railways. Fewer accidents take place on ployed at the seige of Sebastopol. A first ex
from explosions by decomposition, as its ele of them for his experiments at half first cost, English railways than on ours, and yet the periment was made not long since, but the
speed on them is a third higher. A radical balloon, after being filled in the court-yard of
ments are not chemically combined.
and with the thanks of one who spent some
change of road and machinery is not required the fortress, caught the towers in rising, and
Let us bear in mind that steam onee formed hundreds of dollars in such experiments.
for higher speeds. Level and straight lines, was tom open. Subsequently the balloon was
is equal to air or anything else,-much of the
JOSEPH E. HOLMES.
Newark, Ohio.
more solid roads, and more powerful engines, repaired and again filled ; but after a short
power of steam is obtained by heating it after
-------��-......
The Mechanical Calf Once More.
are all that is required for higher speeds-these time it burst open, owing to the pressure of gas
it is formed. Now steam, air, and all gases are
the cylinder.

just alike-a volume of any of them will gain
one part in three, if the temperature be raised

180 degs.-from freezing to boiling water,

no difference which gas it is, they are all alike.
The advantage, then, of air or any permanent
gas, is, to save a part of the heat that vapor

For the benefit of your correspondent G. W.

S., of Broome Co., N. Y . • and ull others inter
ested, I send you the following, as my experi
ence in milking by machinery :
I made au apparatus, seven years ago this

summer, for milking.

It consisted of a vessel

do not involve a radical change.

But higher from within.

speeds than those now adopted on our railroads
will not pay excepting on lines running through

-----. ....
-.�..
---

Explosion or PercU88ion Cal'"

An awful explosion at Naples occurred in the

very thickly peopled districts, and would not be

Castel Nuovo, on the 20th July, where percus

generally pursued.

blown up, and it is said that at least two hun

safe under the system of railroad management sion caps are made.
A very intelligent corres

izes the water. It requires 1000 deg. of heat made of thick tin, in form and size of a large pondent, apparently an engineer, who appears
to form steam, which has an expansive force of watering-pot ; it was furnished with an ex to have studied the subject carefully, writing
15 Ibs. to the square inch, as aU gases must hausting pump nicely fitted on the top by a to the Rail-way Times of the 30th uIt., contends

The entire building was

dred person� were buried in the debris.

Fear 

ing that another revolution had broken out, th e

soldiers rushed to arms, whilst the inhabitants,
Now 500 deg. will double the volume of screw j oint, also a flexible tube attached to the that " it can be demonstrated to the convic magining that an earthquake had happened,
that steam, or any gas, giving it 15 lbs. addi top by a screw j oint fitted on the end of a short tion of any practical man, that by a simple i are reported to have run about in a frantic con
tional force, so that if we could begin with air spout, intended by removing the tube by un- combination of machinery in common use, a d ition.

have.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B. B., of Ohio-Your premises ale entirely erroneous.
The marble business is much more extensive than you ap·
pear to be aware of. Mr. Manly�s offer was $10,000 for the
right to four States only. The original terms of Mr. M:s
proposal carried with them. to most minds, the explana.
tions we gave in our subsequent article. Your interpre·
tation is too literal. Would any man be so foolish as to
offer such a premium for a thing that was no improve·
ment '! You seem to think that the money ought to be
paid for the first machine that would cut two sides on a
taper, even ifsuch device were so clumsy as to involve in
its use. twice the time and expense that the single saw
requires to do the same labor. In other words. that the
prize should be given for a machine that lengthened the
process. rather than shortened it. You are down on
.. prizes ,. without reflecting that every good invention
generally brings to the inventor a .large premium in
money. You ask. .. Has a premium for an invention ever
been paid '!" We reply. Yes, We have known of many
prizes being paid for inventions. They are offered in
private ve ry often : nothing is more common than for
manufacturers to say to ingenious mechanics, .. Here. get
roe up a machine that will do this or that work, and I
will give you such a sum." It is not often that such offers
are thrown open to the public. We wish they were more
frequently. for there is no question of their benefit. If
you were present in our office to see the splendid and in
genious models that are sometimes brought in-could con
velse with the inventors and ascertain. as we often do.
that this or that invention was brought out in consequence
of the offer of a prize, you would no longer question the
I'eality or the advantages of such stimulations. �'he day
is past when " poor inventors " complain that their genius
is unappreciated. If you hear such complaints you will
generally find, on examination, that their inventions are
good for nothing-which is the secret of the bad success
of their authors. There never -was a time when labor
saving inventions of all kinds were in greater demand or
brought more rich rewards to inventors. than the present.
No melancholic John Fitches or Oliver Evanses. travel
our streets and lanes, now-a-days. lamenting that they
�earch in vain for minds capable ofappreciating the value
of their discoveries. Witness the success of Morse with
his Telegraph, Howe with his his Sewing Machine. Colt
with his Pistol. Hoe with his Printing Press. Carey with
his Pump, Babbit with his Alloy, Winans with his Car
Truck,-and hosts of others. Unless the world goes back
wards, inventions must progress.
East Guilford.-We have received a letter from some
person. dated at the above place ; but as no name is signed
or State is mentioned. we cannot reply. We wish that
correspondents would always be careful to write their
names. post office. and State. plainly.
H. B . , of Ind.-Goods manufactured in Great Britain.
no matter if they come from Nova Scotia, must pay the
regular tarIff'.
S. M. Van W of N. C.-No machine can take out the
coloring matter of yellow oak bark. If the leather be
good as the northern kind. its color ought to be no objec
tion to its obta.ining high a price. You can darken the
color by using a very minute quantity of copperas di5'solv
ed in water in a separate liquor, previous to the hides re
ceiving' the last bark liquor.
C. D. & Co., of Wis.-We do not know where you can
obtain a planing machine. for cabinet stuff 10 feet long
and 22 inches wide. to make the work fit for varnishing
without the use ofa hand plane. The rotary planers will
not perform such smooth work, but the stationary aDd re
ciprocatiog cutters will ; yet none that we have 8een ap
pear to be adapted exactly for your kind of work.
H. A. M of Ohio-Your particular method of increas
ing the size of drivers for locomotives. without raising the
boiler or other parts of the machinery higher, may be
patentable ; the objects to be ac('.ompli�hed are well
known, and your views are correct respecting them. The
!'laddIe seat to which you allude would be objectionable
we think. The air packing would not be so good as curled
hair. There is a public large wash house in this city. A
machine for washing and pressing clothes at one continu
ous operation, we think, would be patentable.
W. O. G., of Ct.-Your chances on the marble saw re
main as stated in our letter.
W. B., of Mo.-We have never seen india rubber blown
like glass. It can be rendered into a solution with turpen
tine keptsomewhat warm. and agitated in a close vessel
for a number of days. You might try the exreriment 01
blowing globes of it.
J. S. B., of Pa.-It will not be easy for you to conduct a
stove pipe along the floor of a hall in a school home ; the
only way will be to enclose it in a wide cast· iron pipe,
filling in between the two with plaster of Paris ; or you
might enclose it in 8ection tu1;e3 of stone ware cemented.
S. L., of Nova Scotia-We should think Bristol's Rot.a.
ry Engine would answer your purpose very well. Mr,
Bristol's address is Chicago. Ill. The Irving Boiler we
think a good one, but could-not say that it could be used
to burn such fuel as you specify.-we think it could not.
J. B of N. Y.-We see nothing patentahle in your per
spective arrangement. Send a copy of your chart to the
U. S. Clerk of your District. and pay a dollar in orde r
to obtain a copyright.
S. 0 .. of Ind.-Ask the M. C. from yonr District to pro·
cure you a copy of the Report.
F. P., of Ind.-We believe there is a good market
here for willows fbr ba:;kets, but we do not know their
prjre per tun nor have we learned of such a machine
being used for cleaning them as you descrit.e. Brewster's
Optics is to be found in almost every book.�tore.
J . J. G., of Mass.-You can get a numl'er of 111e Coach
maker's Magazine by writing to Mr. Saladee, Columbus.
Ohio.
S. G.B of N. Y.-We have not a copy ofthe work you
refer to.
A. B of Mass.-It is indeed hmentable. as you say, that
m3.ny young men rea.d foolish and neglect useful pa·
pers. We thank you for your efforts to extend the circu·
lation of the SCI. AM. You can take impressions of the
leaves by submitting them to a severe pressure. between
two sheets of paper dipped in gJycerine.-pressure is reo
quired.
L. K. M., of Mass.-We are not acquainted with any
work which gives instructions for cutting boots and shoes.
N. M. A of N. Y.-There are l'ieveral patents on hay
rakes. Cannot tell which you mean lIDless you give the
name of the inventor. $1 received.
A. L., of Mass.-Connecting wires to windows and
doors in such a way as tf) ring an alarm bell in case of an
attempt to open the same, is an old idea. Any new ar'
rangement of connections would be patentable. 'Ve thank
you fbr your efforts in procuring 8ubscribers for us.. Shall
be happy to r�ceive your lbt.
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W. E . F .. of Ill.-We cannot tell you the proper consis·
tency for the printers� rollers made with sugar.
R. B. C ot N. J.-The book which you want on mill
wrigbting and flouring mills. has yet to be published. See
another column for opinions on turbine water wheels.
B. J. S of N. J.-You cannot find in any work a com
plete account of the practical manufacture of corn starch.
A very briet account of the manufacture of paper mache
will be found in Tomlinson's Encyclopredia.
W. B. G., of N. Y.-Griflith's work on Naval Archi!ec.
ture is the latest and best book on the subject. Address
Stringer & Townsend,222 Broadway for the same, $2 re·
ceived.
L. w. W., ofMass.-The Government keeps all caveats
secret. therefore we cannot inform you whether a caveat
for a spinning machine for spinning wool. consisting of a
revolving plate. carrying a pair of drawing rollers for
drawing the roping has been filed.
J. P of Pa._Steam at atmospheric pressure will require but little less water to condense it than when at the
pressure usually admitted to the condenser. The quantity of water estimated to be necessary to condense steam at
212 degs to water at 100 degs which is the best heat for
useful effect, is nearly 30 times the quantity evaporated.
212 degs. is the temperature of steam at atmospheric pressure. You will see, therefore, that you can do compara.
tively nothing towards producing a vacuum with �he
quantity of water required for the boiler.
S . M of Me.-The initial velocity of a ope pound cannon ball. with a charge of 12 0zs. powder is 1680 feet per
second. Address Editor of Silliman's Journal, New Ha�
ven, Ct. Cannot say to .Astronomical Magazit"8. We
are all out of No. 30, SCI. AM.
L. J of Wis.-Before the patent is obtained. inventors
cannot prevent others from manufacturing their inventions. Indeed, their rights do not begin till the patent issues, aftel which they can procure injunctions and damages for subsequent infringements. At present patents cannot be obtained at all in Canada. by Americans or their
attorneys. It is expected that the Canadian laws will be
modified in this respect ere long.
E. A. J., ofN. Y.-It matters not what the shape ofyour
marble Raw is. or how the block it! cut, provided the work
is done. You had better go to some marble quarry and post
yourself np a little.
e. E. D of Mass.-The use of a roll of printing paper
to be cut off into sheets. after passing through the press. i�
not new or patentable. It is not applicable to common
presses.
K A of N. Y.-We have no doubt the contrivance you
have for flavoring the smoke of cigars. as it passes out of
the cigar. is patentable. 'l'urkish pipes have a receptacle
for scented water, but your device, we should infer from
your description. was different. Let us Hee it.
J. L. G., of Canada.-Ventilating R.R. cars by means of
a fan blower operated by connections with the axles. and
thus forcing air through water. into the car, is an old idea
in this country. and not patentable.
W, B. G., of N. Y.-Putting screws mto the legs of bil
liard tables in order to level the table$, is very old. The
arrangement of levels in the frame. as you propose, we
do not remember to have seen. We do think its pat
entability doubtful. however. for it iscommon in many in
struments.
E. W. F., of N. J.-Thos. Blanchard's address is Bos·
ton. Mass.
Dr. W. P. Ewing, of Bells Valley, Va., desires to know
who is the patentee of the best washing machine out. 'Ve
cannot tell him, for we know so many good ones that it
would be difficult to decide. Will some of our readers
inform the Doctor 'f
J. F. S of N. Y.-No person has a right to make a pa
tented article. for his own use. without the consent of the
patentee.
H. Z" of Pa.-The Horticulturi8t. a monthly magazine.
published'at Rochester. N. Y is a most excellent work.
and would probably suit your purposes. Address the ed
itor for a specimen. We note your remarks on health :
they are very good $2 received.
J. A. R ofMass.-There is nothing eminently practica
b]e in your paddle wheel device. Boxing in the ends of
the paddles has been tried before. Movable floats some
what analagous but not exactly like yours, have been
tried. We think there are chances for a patent on your
invention. But we doubt whether any striking advantage
would result therefrom.
D. M of N. Y.-We never received your letter order
ing the change of your paper. The bark mill has not yet
been sent in ; will report when it arrives. $.')5 will be the
charge.
J. A. C of Ala.-You do not state what the advantages
of your brake are. We do not discoyer any. $2 received.
P. S of Ya.-Making the cylinder of a thrashing mao
chine larger than those ordinarily used, h not patentable.
James H. Thompson. McLeod's P. O., Green Co., Miss
wants to know who.'je is the best washing machine.
S. II. \V of Ohio-We know of no valve like your... .
and think a patent might be secured.
Money received at the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office on
account of Patent Office business for the week ending
Saturday, Sep. R, 1&55 :D. g. R., of Mich., $30 , W. M .. of N. Y., $1,5 , W. G.
II., of Pa . . $30 ; J. W., of Ct .. $25 , J. R. G .. of 0 . . $30 ,
W. ll., of 0 . , $25 , J. W . R .. of 0 . , $ 10 , G. W. W .. of N.
Y . . $25 , C. & S ., of Pa., $30 , J, 1I .. of Iowa. $30 , J. A.
B .. of Mich., $35 , J. C .. of N. Y .. $10 , J. A. S .. of N. Y.,
$20 , J. C. D .. of N. J . , $2.50 , A. P. K. W .. of Ma..... $30 ,
G. W. B., of L, I .. $30 , W. B. K of N. H., $25 , J. H.
W .. of Mass., $30 , W. R. 0 .. of Tenn.. $10 , C, D. M., of
N. Y., $30 , W. F. F .. of Me .. $15 , F. P., of Md., $'5 , D .
G .. of Pa., $25 , H. W., of Wis., $55 , W. R., of N. Y .. $30 ,
S. M of N. lI., $10 , J. E., of Masss., $25 , W. N. M .. of
Mass., $25 ; E. \V., of N. Y $25 ; J. A . S of Pa., $25 ; S.
T., of Ind .. $30 , J. H., of Pa .. $2.5 , W. R. T., of O., $30 ,
A. C., of N. J .. $30 , W. S . & Co., of N. Y., $I50 , D. W,
C., of Ct .. $30 , R. G. R., of Ct . . $30 , W, W. & Co., N.Y.,
$205 , B . & n . , of M."., $30 , W. B . & Co., R. I., $15 , B .
O·R., of N. Y., $20 , B . R . E .. of Me .. $20 , W. P. C .. of
N. Y., $.50 , W J. S., of N. Y .. $4.5 , T. C., of N. Y .. $27.,
S. & C., of Pa., $30.
Spedfications and drawings belonging- to parties with
the followin.g iniLials have been forwarded to the Patent
Office during the we ek ending Saturday. Sept. 8st :_
G. W. W., of N. Y. , J. W., of Ct. , S. P. B .. of N. Y. ,
W. II of 0 . , W. G. H., of Pa. , n. L .. of Mass. , W. M.,
of N . Y. , A. L. F., of Ct. , D. G., of Pa. , B. R. �] ., of
Me. , ·B. O'R., of N. Y. , W. B. K., of N. H. , F. P., of
Md. , W. l'. t' .. of Me. , W. P. C ., of N. Y. , W. J. S., of
N. Y. , W. N. M., of Mass. , J. II., of' Pa. , T, C . . of N
Y. , E. W .. of N. Y. , J. A. S., ofPa. , A. M. B . , ofN. Y
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Tenno of AdverUolng.
$1
lines. for 'each insertion.
$2
"
..
..
..
..
$3
12 ..
$4
..
..
16 ..
Advertisements exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted.
neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising col·
umns at any price.
� All advertisements must be paid for before insert
ing.
•
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS
UNDER8IGNKD having had TEN rears'
T HE
practical experience in soliciting PATENTS m this
and foreign countries. beg to give notice that they con
se
�i:;�e ��fe��� �����: r;:�b�:d�ll who may desire to
Over three tho'uBand Letters Patent have been issued.
s
e
s
:v�� :g��}1::n��:�¥re�7hi�� :f :h !�� p�:��; ���e3�a��
week, are on cases which are prepared at our Agency.
An able corps of Engineers, }�xallliners, Draughtsmen.
and Specification writers are in constant employment,
r a ct n
b to
:J!�'i!s{��t��!� ;hil� \he e:f:=�i� :ce �F� I��� ;r��t:�e�
to
and facilities which few others possess, we iare e able
f��ep�::�bhi��r�fci�:��ti���s t;lai�evdb�f::�e �� loa:de�
aminalion.
Private consultations respecting the patentability ofin·
ventions are �lUree o( chprg}t with invento! ! at our
J a
i
u t
: i���:��s!��y }o�
d!!\�'i-;[!O;e �nf�rm'� d lh �� tt is' ge�e;ai[
i
0
:
�g��e�/���!s��;y ��� ��';e : ������ �:n �P:����g:d b�
:�t�[ �h!Jd��h fi�� tf!.::r�::ec!!tt�3tn�� t!illi!ia�r;;
and give an opinion to patentability, without charge.
s t ro
f es n en
d
if� :��:r! t ��p;:'l:. I:��s ���pYe� t Ne�Y-lo�� y!
more acc��sibfe than any other city in our country.
Circular$ of information will be sent free of postage to
any one wishing to learn the preliminary steps towards
m
i
i��Jditio�fJ\ha: �d';antages which the long experience
and great success of our firm in obtaining patents present
to inventors. they are informed tha.t a.ll inventions patestablishment, are noticed. at the prop- I
ented through our
(lr time. in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. This paper is I
read by not less than lOO.OQO persons every week, and eninfluence.
joys a very wida spread and sub-.;tantial
Mo.,t of the patents obtained by Americans in foreign
countries are secured through us ; while it is well known
that a very large proportion of all the patents applied for
in the U. S go through our agency.
MUNN & CO.
n
a
str'!:::�M��Y��k �0;2W�e� ���!n1������� :�9 ��::r�
vard 8t. Martin. Paris ; 6 Rue D'Or Brussels.
IN REFI�RENCE TO TilE
INFORMATION
mode of procuring patents for Np.w Brunswick. or Noc
n la
i
c r
i:c�, �Ai' :e ��o��W; f�:�:r��� � ;E�E� �Tt�S:
Patent Agent, Barri'iter, &c Saint 1ohn, N. B., on reo
1 2.
ceipt of $1, Boston bill. po�t-paid.
Patent-the
PUNCHES-Rust's
PLATE
OILER
B t
h e nvented, is for sale by S . C . HI�tP ,
12 PI��; srr��� J. i-�
•

I
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INVE,\,TORS OF HOl;SEKEEPER'S Uten·
.. siJ�Partie:3 having a suitable article for winter use
s
na
i
�� a� �U;����h!e�'�; �jd�s�rWILtI�ir lJ�R�ET�
No. 19 Wall strect, Post Office Box, No. 4532.
1*
equal
an
for
will,
\VANTED-Who
l'
APITALlS'
C share of the profits, pay for the patents for a valuable
improvement in marine and stationary steam engines, ad.
drel-!s T. J. JOHNSTON. 8 Spring street. Lawrence.
1 3"
M.."
advertiser is experienced in
odesi.ENGINEERS-The
ing and constructing marine and strtionary en·
T and�boilers
gines,
of all kinds. and deflires to obtain a situ
ation manager or draughtsman in an engine work. No.
1*
2 Milligan place. New York.
.�---�
��
connee·
'crew
with
" TROlJGHT IRON' PIPE,
.... . tions, T'g, L's. valve.�. &c.; Lap Welded Boiler
Flues. Galvanized Iron Tube and Fitting-s, manufactured
and for sale by MORRIS, TASKER & MORRIS, Phila·
delphia.
1 3"
AND ," tl..tSON, dealers jn Machinery.
LEONARD
Machinists' Tools, Mechanics'. and Manufacturers'
Articles. and manufaeturers of superior oak-tanned
Leather Banding. 60 Beaver and 109 Pearl street. New
York,
1 4"
undersigned
ATENT
FOR
S.
<\
LE-The
desires
to
P sell his patent Chuck for cutting barrel heads. to any
e
i
e whole or any
�:���f i��;i70�� ��lbe ;�rJlo����
�as1�
FRANKLIN FRUIT.'"
13
Bunker Hill, III.
atenta.
made
have
INVEl\TIONS-I
ALUABLE
V e
� e
i
t
Sawi�� J::;bf�;��:ri�g. �!��e�t� i:!�;,!t��s �� :ill
give one half of the same to any person who will secure
them by patent. For particulars address AUGUSTUS
1 4.*
lntOST, Orono, Me.
others
OIL ! OIII !-Engineers. Machinists and
n... ! be
furnished with Cmnherland Br il. Patent Me
O can
tallic
Oil, from the original manuiarturer,O who, during
nearly seven years' experience, hag made important im
provement1l in the article. AI.:lo Weed & Co:s 'I' ranspa
rent Machinery and Burning Oil (a sub�t.itute for sperm
oil at nearly 50 per cent. less in price,) for sale in quan.
tities to suit purchasers. �1hese oils are suitable for all
kinds of machinery, and are particularly recommended
for durability, freedom from gum. and saving of power.
The improved article!' are to be had only from the manu
facturers. WE};� D & 0 0 134 Pearl st N. Y. 1 2eo*
� "-"r TO RNGlNEFRS AND MACHIN·
I MPOU'l'
ISTS-NOTICF�-TllOse wishing to obtain the genu
ine artic1e.� of Metallic Oil and Grease, should send their
orders direct to the manufacturer. AUGUS'rUS YOCK.
NEY, Office 67 Exchange Place. New York. No Agents
employed.
1 6m*
'IL'IXHIIJITION OF THE :r.I ARYLANJ) TNSTITUTE,
!f'Ja;;.i!�dl1�:tih�,��fl� i��! �r�l�o�lo��F�k�iMe�ha���
Art:-l." will be opened on '£ uesday, 2d of October next.
Goods will be received for exhibi tion and competition at
br
e ir
i t
�!r!i� a/]�t� a:ls��fi)�be r.27&�e ���o���a�i�� �} :h�
manufacturers. meehanic_�, artbt:i. and the communjty
a
e
;:a�� �rai:tf�ii� f��l�i�)i�;�kA1l��ft�1��!fe����� I��l�t
be of American manufacture ; the only exception to this
rule being in favor of rare specimens in 'the department
t
h n
. ed
��e �ch�!d�eA�� �;l�. C�rc�j�;�� ·����dyi;�� ihet �:�l��
tions and arran;:rements. and blank appllcations for space.
with all other information may be had at any time of the
Actuary of the Institute. at the Hall.
J O S J IlT A VANSANT,
Chairman of Exhibition Committee.
49 4t
ORCRO""
1l0T \RY prANING M.� CIITNE.
The Supreme Cl'lurt of the U . S at the Term ofl�3
N
and 1854, haying decided that the patent granted to Nich
oJa.,� G. Norcross, of date Feb. g, 18.')0. for a Rotary PIa.
ning Machine for Planing' Boards and Planks not an
infringement of the \Voodworth _P atent.
d c e
r s
t
c��� ;u�ch��eJ�� �·p���i� ;� �� ��tigit c�o t��
208 Brnadway, New York.
Offico for sale of ri�ht.i at 2;)8 Brnadway. New York.
Boston, Zl State street. and Lowell, Ma.'js,
4.2 6m*
ROUGII'l'
IRO:V
PIPE-lloiler
Flue,.
W Valv'es, Cf)('.ks. Steam Gauges, (-=;auc:-e Coc Globe
s. Oil
Cups, and overy variety of fHtin�s and fixtures for kfoiteam,
water, and ga:;, manufadured and :.;old Ly JAMES O .
MORSg & CO., N o . 79 Johll ,t.. N.Y,
·19 2*
,.,0
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ENT Tempered and Machine.Ground
SAWSs-PAT
of all kinds ; Circular
manufacture on these
improved princrales can be Saws
used thinner anddwith
less
e
:i:�s ��ra�red ;-;�f!ct��a:ve�nrn t�ii�hk�!�s made. All
and made of the very best material. HE��JArweBt
CLEMSON, 31 Exchange st., Boston.
49 7'"
�AFETY RAILROAD DRAWBRIDGES AND
� Self-Locking Switches,
-This invention
wIll secure to the traveling(PatentedJ
commuruty perfect safety
n
���:j�h!.i�rm:it��e�:i�o�'Tth ��eo��E=t�f � s3r::r:
switches {on each side of the river! are unlocked and
moved to connect with inclined side ings,· and at the same
time signals, attached to the switch
bars'are made to in.
dicate that the draw is open. The self·
locking switches
can be u!led separately at
of the tum-outs of a rail
road, and there by prevent any
the
constantly
recurring acci�
dents occasioned by neglect of bolting switch
levers. as
these switches bolt and unbolt themselves when
by the draw of a brid.ge or the lever at a turn·out.moved
For
r
r
n
:�le¥. ���i; °to '������L�a� 1RrdT�C:.o��� 5
;Margaretta st near }"ront. Philadelphia.
49 4:1:
.•

�TAFFORD'S HALF IIUNDREIl RECEIPT�� All new and many invaluable to Inventors or Me.
chanics. This pamphlet will be sent free of postage,
on
receipt o 6 c n o
f j. l. siX�·i�gUri�p�iitr{al Chemist.
50 4t·
No. 22 and 24 New street, N. York.
MILLERS.-SM
O
AND GRAIN SEPARA�
.
T tors Patented Oct UT
24 1854 W a t d
to any m�;hine for the sa�e purpo;e in
��! U�tedUS?��s�
embracing an entire new feature not before used in any
Smut Machine. Mahines sold on trial and fully guaranteed (references expected.) Orders
solicited ; manufac
!�����n8t�rO�i� . blJh��NmD�n��b\\r�t¥.�hsvill:i r:s.
DEAI..RR8, FARMERS,
N OTICE.-LU1UBER
and others.-A. L. ARCHAMBAUVr's
:;team Engines, for driving portable, circular, Portable
upand·down Saw Mills. Thrashing Machines. &c. and
Also for
loading and dischal.Mng cargoes. pile driving, raising
materials for Bridge..'S' Buildings. &c. Engines, always on
hand, for sale. 'l'ht}y are moved on any road
without removing any part of the machinery. by_a team
tory 15th street. above Willow, Philadelphia. PManufac:
. S . rl'hese
�:�ii�a�is�:clio��en in use sinc � 1849. and have giV51 fin.
AT'l'ENll-The
and in·
M ECHANICS
ventors of Louisville and vicinityMechanics
are informed that
subscriptions to the Scientific American
are
received
at
the Hall of the Kentucky Meehanics Institute, Louis·
ville.
M. M. GREEN, Sec'y.
& GRIFFITHS' SA WS-PATEl\T
W ELCH
Ground.-Having purchased from
Wm. South
well his patent right for grinding circularMr.
and
Saws.
a lhi!;�:�t IW: ;ili�:ndother
we are the
e :ri':fo�ls �f
;�I
son W���
glving information of infringement.'! on t�:����: ¥ht;
islthe only machine ever invented that will grind a saw
e
n n
�ilf ���Yh:=r whil���;���: ;t�Y��:�!��t1�i �:!:ssl��:
ber. and keep an edge longer than another saws made. and
are not liable to become u'ntrue.
our Saws are made
from an extra quality of cast steel,All
imported expressly for
our own li1se, at much higher cost than
generally used for
�aws. We respectfully inform all manufacturers
of lum_
ber, that no saw will be sent from this elltablishment
but
e
t n o
t
:nit
b! f���d ���: ��e� �nr ��ifu�:�W�n ��yt:a�i�
B�e!lion� rders recWE1ci!u& :Rli'WYriig� Cong1r6!t
.•

as
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IS

I';; I!:: -WOODWORTH'S PATENT Plan
lQU
U ing. 'I' onguing and Grooving Machines
'l' he�
subscriber is con�tant1y manufacturing, and
has now
for sale the largest and best assortment of these
unrivalled
machines to be found in the United States. Prices
from
gh
i
c
r�
J�!��ir
l!�d �!�fh:�� p :!��;iv���. JO�tT(7iR�
SON, Planing Mills , Albany, N. Y.
43 10"
RAn
MILLS -EDWARD HARRISON, of New
Haven, Conn., has on hand for sale, and is constantly
G
manufacturing to order. a great variety
(If his approved
Flour and Grain Mills. including Bolting Machinery.
vators. complete with Mills ready for u.�e. OrdersElf'_
ad·
dressed as above to the patentee. who
the exclusive
manufacturer. will be �upplied with the b�latest
improve.
ments. Cut sent to applications. and all mills warranted
to give :-;atisfaction.
43 tf

PI..tANERS-Persons wanting Iron
P OWER
of superior "iiOrmamhip, and that always �ivePlanerll
sati�
faction. are recommended to the New Haven
Manufactur�
ing Company, New Haven. Conn.
40tf

ATHER, PLANERS, and all kinrls of Machinists'
of the best description on hand and made to
I" rronls
order
by SIDUVJUt & BHOS Cumberland. ]'{d., (on
Baltimore and Ohio R. R., midway between BaltimQre
and the Ohio River.)
43ti'
.,fl N'np. E "�� t.< JESUP'-Commis�ion Merchants.
J1l Cotton and Woolen }lachinery, Steam }�ngines,
Machinist,,' Tools. Belting, &c .. Importers and Dealers in
Manutacturers' Articles; No' 67 Pine street. N. Y. 23 1y
.•

.

•

H'-\VI�N MFG. (;O._Marhjllists' Tools. Iron
N E\Y
Planers. Engine and Hand Lathes, Dril1s. Bolt Cut.
ters, Geat Cutters, Chucks, &c., on hand and fini'lhing.
'1'he:-;e rrools are of superior quality, and are Ii)r :sale low
c i
v
ca or
�¥�n ;�d p�rte��� :�lr�;�r;. Je� ll��� �hiti:��f::t��:f��
Go:- New Haven. Conn.
40 tf

,UH U '<ON'S GTI ·\IN 'flLU'-I,ate,t Patent._
reward offered by the patentee for their
H $1C100
equal.
A 8upply constantly on hand. I...iberal Comrnis.
o
i}�n� }i!�e� M:��}:�tu��� fC���Ne:f���t��'C���e�;
to S . C. HILLS, our .gent; 12 Platt street, New York.I3tf
Y1I'IH1� EUROPEAN J!tfINI'\'G JOURNAL, lU l L
... way and Commercial Gazette . A weekly newspa·
per. forming- a complet,e history of the Commercial and
i c
�;lta�� : s��o�:�� 0���1n�u�:r!:�I'Iir�:t����n��r�{u�r
New Inyentions and ImproYements in Mechanics and
Civil J<� nl4"ineering. Office � Fleet street, London. Price
$6.,)0 per annum.
36 tf

£)titntifit �meritan+
Mechanics' Association in every city and vil 

LEAVITT'S PATENT SHINGLE MACHINE.
The accompanying figures represent the im eration of the jointing knives, which finish the
proved shingle machine of Charles Leavitt, of edges of the shingles with a drawi ng cut.
Quincy, Illinois, for which a patent was grant

========-

The frame, a, is made with suitable cross
piece, and supports, in a strong and substantial
manner ; upon its top, near the center, are two

ed on the 27th of March last.

BtuSian In fernal Machine.

Fig. 1 is a top view of the machine, and fig.
In No. 46 of the last volume, we published
an engraving of one of the Russian infernal 2 is a longitudinal section through the center. horizontal rabated gui des , b, in which slides a
sash or gate, c, with corresponding rabates.
machines, which have caused so much trouble The same letters indicate similar parts.
The nature of the invention consists, firs t, in The gate, c, is connected with the crank shaft,
to the vessels of the Allied English and French
fleets in and about the harbors of Cronstadt. combining and arranging the various parts of d, by the connecting rod, e, and derives a re

We now present additional diagrams, Hhowing a shingle machine so as to enable the bolt t o ciprocating motion therefrom by means of pow
more completely the internal arrangement and be split in equal parts each time after the first er applied to the pulley,/, attached to the fly
construction of these much dreaded apparatu�es. cut, at the same time removing the sap. Sec wheel , g. Up on the upper side of the gate, c,
We copy from the L ondon Mechanics Magazine. ondly, in an elastic holder which retains the is a froe, or splitting knife , h, which extends

T h e Russian torpedo consists of an iron case, shingle in position while being planed or shaved across the gate . Between the verti c al gui des,
to the proper taper. T hirdly, in the use and op- i and j, is a table, k, capable of being elevated

A A, in the form of a cone, on the apex of
which, at B, is fitted a swivel, to which is af

la ge in our land.

Such institutions tend to
cultivate the better qualities of the mind, and
increase knowledge.

,. . ...

..

Decease oC Judge Cranch.

The venerable Judge Cranch, of the District

of Columbi a, died at his residence in Wash
ington, on the 1st inst.

He was the Judge to

whom appeals were made by inventors for ma

ny years, and his decisions were always char
acterized by a solid understanding of the sub

ject, and a profound regard for j ustice to all
parties.

A number of his decisions are to be

found in the reports of the Commissioners of
Patents.
.. . ...

.

Literary Notlces.
THE LONDON QUAR T E R LY REVIEw-The last number
of this Review. published by Leonard Scott & Co., M
Gold street, this city. contains an article on the circula�
tion of the blood. in which due credit is given to Harvey.
for his discovery ; modern physiology may be dated from
Harvey's discovery. An article on the .. Supply of Pa
per," contains much useful information respecting its
history and ma.nufacture. 1.' he other articles, as usual. are
good. This is the first number of a new volume. and is an
excellent time to subscribe .

fixed the mooring rope, H, a dj uste d to such a

length as to hold the machine at the required
d epth below the surface of the water. On the
base, C, fig. 2, i s fitted a movable or sliding
bar, D D, sustained in its outward p osi tion by

REPUB I.ICAN QU A R T E R LY R EVIE W-This is the title of
a new Review published in this city. by James M. Law,
Wall street. It is professedly independent in everything,
and open to free discussion. This IS r at her a new feature
in critical literature. and a most difficult one to manage.
This number contains some very good articles.

the spring, d d, which bar projects, as shown,
In the

slightly beyond the base of the cone.

center of the base of the cone is fitted the ar
rangement shown partly in section in fig. 1 ,
which consists o f a strong hollow plug o f nine

THE E D IN B U R GH REVIEw-The number for this quar
ter of the above4named periodical. published by Leonard
Scott & Co . • 54 Gold street. contains ten original articles
of profound literary excellence. One on .. Modern For4
tification " is able and scientific and worthy the attention
of all military men. This Review always maintains a fair
and candid tone in discussing every question.

inches in length and nearly two inches in di am
eter, but tapering to one inch at its lower end.
In the interior of this hollow plu g is fitted the

hollow tube, a a, suspended by its center, b,
which tub e can oscillate, when the c ap, e, is

d rawn upwar d , in the outer plug or tube, as

shown.

The modus operandi is as follows : the

cone, or what we may call more correctly the

or depressed by means of the internal rack, I,

" hy draul ic sh ell," is charged with the explo 

In operation the handle, q, is pl aced in a

operated by the pinion, m, a cap pie ce , n, forms
sive mixture in the whole of its interior, E E,
the upper portion of the table, k, upon which the
and the tube, as shown in section, being fitted
shingle bolt is placed. Between this cap and
in i ts place, the torpedo has only to be sunk to
the lower portion is a spring, 0, which renders

notch of r, so as to lower the table, k, to its

lowest point, and the bolt is then placed on
the table, and the machine put in m o ti on.

pi ece sufficient to make eight shi ngles is then
the table elastic, and allows it to give half the 5plit off the bolt by the froe, h, and the sap

Fig. 1.

l

A
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thickness of the kni fe, or more if required, stripped off by froe s. The handle, q, i s then set
The shaft, in a notch so as to divide the pie ce into equal
which carries the pini on, m, h as on one of its parts ; then these are halved, and subdivided

T

the circular flange, r, which is fixed on the out

from that of those machines which split off

side of the frame concentric with the shaft, p.

shingle after shingle-one at a time-regularly

The notches are nine in number, th e handle, q, from bolts ; it embraces the principle of Thak

being pl aced in the first m arked 0, brings the ta

ing shingles by hand, which experience has

1 to 8 indic ate that it is depressed the thick

lar except by equally subdividing them to take

ble close up to the level Qf the knife, h, and when found to produce superior shingles, because
in any of the others the numbers thereon from wood bolts will not split so straight and regu
ness of that number of shi ngles .

Another froe

out the requisite number of sh ingles in each.

or knife, S, is attached to the gate parallel to

This machine does the work with greater ac

the s i de thereof wh ich o cc upies vertically a

curacy than by hand, and with far gre.ter
space equal t o a l it tl e more than that between rapidity . T he shingl e holder is very simple
the underside of the froe, h, and the t op o f the and convenient, and its elastic spring enables it
tabl e, k, when brought down to its lowest point.

to hold the shingles firmly, though they may

Its vertical edge comes up clos e to the under
side of the knife,

edge.

h,

vary in length, or be of an irregular form.

and a little back of its

The drawing cut of the j ointing knives prevents

Its object is to take off the sap wood

the knife from splitting off the e dge of the

from that po rt i on o f the bolt split off by th e froe,
h.

shingle, and thus produces a smooth edge and

At the opposite end of the frame to that

a beautiful shingle .

where the crank shaft is placed, i s the appara-

More information may be obtained by letter

tus by which the shingles are planed or shaved

addresse d to Mr. Leavitt, at Quincy, Ill .

to the proper taper upon both sides at once,

fI

.
.
. .
the . reqUlslte depth, and on a vessel commg m
contact, the cone being free to revolve, it will

II

.. . ...

The Telegrallh Submllrlne Cable.
and jointed at the same time. For this purp os e
The l o s s of this cable, as noticed in our la�t
two plane stocks, .!; are used, of any c onvenient
construction, one for the top of the shingle, the number, has been confirmed, and the c ause of

other in a reversed position for the underside. the d i s aster made public by those who went
They traverse in guides which c o nverge to the on the excursion from this city in the steamer

turn on its axi s , G, until the projecting point end of their stroke. Also upon the upper plane
or end of the sliding bar, D D (a se ction of stock two j ointing knives, d', one on each side,
which is giv e n in fig. 3,) is pres sed inward, the prolonged tail pieces of which fOfm levers
when the tension of the Bp�i�g, d d, being having their fulcra at the pivots, Z.
hese
.
overcome, It as sumes the pOSitIOn shown by levers overbalancing the forward portions rest
the dotted lines, and pressing against the inner
upon a bar, a', extending across the fra me.

James .8.dger.

F�g. 2.

A severe storm came on when

the cable was being run off from the vessel

T

is to be hoped that its severed end will yet be

most unfortunate one, and we regret it sin
cerely.

foundation stone of their new hall on the 3rd
inst., and celebrated the oc casion in a noble

tube, a a, can ses it to move out of the vertical
positi on in which it is shown, and at the same
time break the fine gl ass tube,!, which contains
the chemical fluid for causing the explosion.

and praiseworthy manner, by a pr o cessi on , va

when the ends are not squ are, the ends of the

ri ous exerc ises , and an able address by th e

piece, u, an d tail bl o ck, are made with Vshaped grooves in whi ch the ends of the shin-

S C HJNCE is calculated to advance .
Tbe

SCIENTIFIC JH!ERICAN i s printed

once

a

week. in convenient Quarto Form for binding. each vol·
ume being accompanied with a HANDSOME FRONTIS4
PIECE. witb a complete INDEX OF CONTENTS. and

presents an elegant typographical appearance.

Every

number contains Eight LargtJ Pages. of reading. abun4
dantly illustrated with ORIGINAL ENGRA VINGS.
all the cuts inserted being engraved expressly for this
publication.

All the most valuable patented discoveries

are delineated and described in its issues. so that, as res·
pects inventions. it may be justly regarded as <l,n ILLUS4

TRATED REPERTOR Y. where the inventor may learn

wh a t has been done before him in the llatne field which

he is exploring. and where he may bring to the world a

knowledge of his own achievements.
REPOR TS OF U. S. PATENTS granted are .1so pub
lished every week. including Olftcial Copies of all the
the S C U : N T I J' l

perIJ

The,e Claims are publisbed in

C AMERICAN it, ad'va'l&ce of all other pa.

The Contributors to the Scientific .American are among
the most emine7lt scientific and practical men of the time8.
The Editorial Department is universally acknowledged
to be conducted with great ability. and to be distinguished�
not only for the excellence and truthfulnesll of its di!cus
�dons, but for the fe arlessness with which error is combat4

ed and false theories are exploded.

Mechanics. Inventor,i. Engineers, Chemist!, Manufac4
turers. Agriculturhts. · and People in every profession of

Presid nt, He.lryS. Wash�urn) nd afterwards
�
�
me ha� lcs of W orce s er a�e
by a d mne r .
placed.
are
The
ed
t
n
and
i
o
j
gles to be planed
i cele b rate d for their skll.l, mdust y, and mt lh
�
:
plane stocks are attached to the gate, c, by the
.
' an d receive the mo- gen ce .
L ong may thel � a SSOCiatIOn flourIsh,
e
d
n
a
b'
s,
d
o
r
connecting
,
.
and brmg for th go o d frUIts.
should bea
tion therefrom.

T h�
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There

Talue in their respective callings.

Its counsels and Sug4

the experience of which is beyond pecuniary estimate.

the S C IENTIFIC A M E R ICAN is a pUblication which e v e ry
Inventor. Mechanic. Artisan, and Engineer in the United
States should patronize ; but the publication is so thor

oughly known throughout the country. that we refrain

OC�

cupylng space to enumerate t h e re a..'ions w h y we should
have one hundred thousand subscribers in:itead of twen

ty·five thow�and.-which is now our circulation,_and
leave the matter in the hands of e ac h of our pre.!lent sub

scribers to recommend its worth to a neighbor or friend.
who may have been so unfortunate d.S not to have been

a wbli'criber heretofore .

The mechanics o f Wo rcester, Mass., laid the

operating to keep u and v ap a.rt, but yielding
to inequalities in the length of the s hin gles, or

/

------.
.-� . .
�
---

\Vorcester Mecha nic� Ag�oe.in.tion.

Between these two pieces is a spring, x,

work. and all interests which the lisht of PRAC1'ICAL

Much might be added in this Prospectus. to prove that

ar cs, which pro du ce drawing cuts on the edges fished up, and united to the other section at
'
of the s hin gl e, e , which form smooth j ointed some future day. This we believe the C ompa
edges parallel with each other. The s hin gle ny intend s to do. At present the accident is a

tion.

Art�. Indmtrial Manufac·

tUIQS. Agriculture, Patents. Inventions, Engineering. Mi114

As one end of this cable

was secured to the shore at Newfoundland, it

and u in slots which admit of horizontal m o -

r i JUs Mechanic and Chemic

Forty miles of it

and the cutting cdges of the knives describe

two pi e ces u and v, pla ced horizontally be
tween the gui de s , 'W v be ing fixed in mo r ti ce s ,

ly to the promulgation of information relating to the va·

vent the vessel foundering.

have been sunk in the sea, and the remaining

and

being an ILLUS1'RAT E D PElUODICAL. devoted cbief

hIe. will find the S C I ENTITIC AM.i: R ICAl'f to be of great

thirty miles saved.

holder c ons is ts of a wooden tail block,

commence on the 16th of September next.

This work differs materially from other publications.

gestions will save them Hu,ud1'eds of DollltTS annually.
beside,� affording them a continual source of knowledge.

When the pl an e stock is forced forward, the
'

will

which c on tained it, and when forty miles out,
the said cable had to be cut, in order to pre

levers are necessarily elevated by the bar, a ,

The Proprietors of the S C IENTIF LC AMERIC AN
respectfully give notice. th.t the E LEVEN'fH V O L 
U M E o f this well known and widely circulated Journal.

PATENT C LAIM S .

..

YE A R !

Splendid Engravings and
Cash P rizes!

when the bolt splits irre gularly .

e xtremities outside of the frame, a spring cra nk thus until the whole eight shingles are cut out.
han dle, q, which rests in one of the notches in
hi s method of splitting the shingles differs

' :;;I
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'l'ERMS !
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82
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•

l!"' ive Copies for S i x Months.
Ten Copies for Six Month�.
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